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T H E  LA TER  PLA TO N  I STS.

In the earlier centuries of the present era, there 
rose a school of philosophers at the city of Alexandria, 
whose dogmas and speculations have pervaded more 
or less the highest religious sentiment of the modern 
world. It was their aim not so much to create a new 
party in metaphysical thought as to set forth a central 
principle of truth, and bring to it in their proper order 
and relations all the sublimest studies and percepts 
existing in the various religious and philosophic sys 
tems of the different regions of the earth They drew 
alike from Persian and Hindoo, Greek and Egyptian, 
ancient faith and recent doctrine, desirous to secure 
the choicest treasures of each. Regarding knowledge 
as the noblest possession of the soul, and veneration 
as the key to its profoundest mysteries, they inculcat 
ed worship and contemplation as the most vital and 
essential methods to attain a true life. Giving to 
teachers the honor and consideration which were their 
due. they exalted the interior life and the intuitive 
faculty to the superior place in their regard. W e ac 
cordingly find enthusiasm, mystic revery, and an as 
piration after the superior nature, as well as scholas 
tic disquisition and mathematical learning. Truth, 
and not its oracles or its expounders, constituted their 
foremost ambition.

Very properly, the new doctrine was first enunci 
ated in Alexandria. The older focuses of philosophic
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thought had parted with their fire and  illumination. 
Ionic speculation had passed from Asia to Athens, 
where after centuries of glorious splendor it had died 
away into a verbose scholasticism and lifeless ethic. 
Meanwhile the new metropolis of Alexandria drew to 
it sages and men of letters from all parts of the known 
world. The various schools and sects of philosophy 
had also their representatives from India, Persia, Asia 
Minor and Greece, as well as Egypt itself.

It was not wonderful that thoughtful men began 
to entertain the conviction that the strife of words 
ought to cease, and believed it possible to develop 
one harmonious system in the different teachings. 
There did come forth attempts to establish such a 
system. Pot-Amon, living in the time of the Ptole 
mies, endeavored with some success to combine the 
Platonists with the more popular disciples of Aristotle 
Judaean writers tried to show that philosophy had 
been originally taken from their literature. Aristo- 
bulos asserted that the Ethics of Aristotle were derived 
from the Law of Moses; and Philo interpreted the 
Pentateuch so as to accord with the doctrines of Py 
thagoras and the Akademeia. In time Christianity 
was also taught at Alexandria under the designation 
of “the Gnosis” or superior knowledge. The philos 
opher Pythagoras had employed this title for his 
doctrines. Clement, Athenagoras and others, now 
known , as Christians, then were designated by the 
name of Gnostics, or seekers after knowledge; and 
several teachers incorporated, in one form or other, 
the newer tenets with the older doctrine

In the first years of the third century of our era, 
Ammonios Sakkas began to teach at Alexandria. 
His rare learning, spiritual endowments and mental 
exaltation won for him the name of Theodidaktos or 
God-taught; but he followed the modest example of 
Pythagoras, and only assumed the title of Philalc- 
theian, or friend of Truth. His followers were some 
times called Analogetikoi; probably from their habit 
of often interpreting the sacred writings, legends.
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naratives, myths and mystic dramas, by the principle 
of analogy or correspondence, making events that 
were described as having occurred in the external 
world to relate solely or principally to operations and 
experiences of the human soul. In subsequent time, 
however, they were termed , because many of
their doctrines had been culled from different philo 
sophic systems. It was the aim of Ammonios to 
overlook the incongruous elements which he regarded 
as artificial accretions, and to retain everything in all 
faiths and speculations, that was really useful.

It is not easy to state with exactness what were 
the doctrines of the Philaletheians. Formulas of be 
lief were not common then, as they unfortunately have 
since become. Like Orpheus, Pythagoras, Konfucius 
Gautama, and Sokrates. the modest Ammonios com 
mitted nothing to writing. He is known to us only 
through his disciples, in whose utterances we may 
trace somewhat of his opinions and methods. He 

• followed the ancient example, qnd inculcated moral 
truths in his auditors, while he communicated his 
more important doctrines to persons duly initiated and 
disciplined W hat he taught we know partly from a 
few treatises of his friends that have escaped destruc 
tion, and more generally from the assertions of his 
adversaries.

This method of dividing all doctrine into public 
and esoteric was formerly universal. In the M yste 
ries an oath was required from neophytes and catech 
umens not to divulge what they had learned. The 
philosopher Pythagoras classified his teachings as ex 
oteric and esoteric. The Essenes were said to have 
made similar distinctions, dividing their adherents 
into neophytes, the Brothers and the Perfect. It is 
also recorded of Jesus that he “spoke the word" in 
parables or allegory to the multitude. “But without 
a parable spoke he not to them ; and when they were 
alone he expounded everything to his disciples. 
(Mark IV., 33,34). The reason for this is suggested 
by the aphorism:
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“Give not that which is holy to the clogs,
Nor cast your pearls before the swine;
Lest perhaps the swine should tread the pearls under their feet
And the do it s should turn and rend vou.

"—Mathew VII., 6.

Among the disciples of Ammonios were Plotinos, 
Origenes, and Longinus. They were sworn to secresy 
as to the unwritten doctrines, but Erennios, one of the 
initiated number, dissolved the agreement, and O rige 
nes disclosed them in a treatise which was afterward 
lost.

It was left for Plotinos to take up the work, in a 
manner fitting to its importance. Mrs. Lydia Maria 
Child, in her celebrated work on Religious Ideas, has 
represented him as the founder of the school of New 
Platonists. Augustin also described him as a resus 
citated Plato. He accompanied the army of Gordian 
to the East, for the purpose of learning, like Apollo- 
nios of Tyana, from the sages of Upper Asia and 
perhaps India. The death of the Em peror and the 
failure of the expedition arrested the execution of this 
purpose; but we find in his teachings many things ap 
parently taken from the Sankhya philosophy and 
the Yoga doctrine of Patanjali. Of Origenes but little 
is known. Longinus traveled for many years, finally 
making his abode at Palmyra. Here lie became the 
counsellor of the famous Queen Zenobia. After her 
capture at Emesa, she sought to propitiate Aurelian's 
favor by charging her hostility to the Romans upon 
Longinus, who was accordingly put to death. He left 
several works which were destroyed. His Treatise 
upon Sublimity, however, still remains.

Porphyry, or Malech, was a Tyrian by birth, but 
translated his name into Greek as had been more or 
less fashionable since the time of Antiochos Epiphanes. 
He became the disciple of Plotinos and principal of 
the Alexandrian school. Both he and Plotinos spent 
several years at Rome, when political disturbances 
rendered the Egyptian metropolis unfit for a philo 
sophic resort. The latter here endeavored to establish 
a city in Italy upon the plan of the "Republic” of Plato,
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— apparently forgetting that the great philosopher was 
writing according to ancient practice in allegory, and 
had explicitly declared that the state which he had 
described existed only in his discourse, and its model 
was in heaven and had no existence in the earth. 
(.Republic IX. 13). Porphyry was more a man of 
the time than his master. He was a scholar of much 
merit, and made additions to the new school from the 
ancient Egyptian philosophy. He collected the dis 
courses of Plotinos, and wrote many books of his own, 
some scientific, some historic, and others of a philo 
sophic character,—one of them being an allegoric in 
terpretation of the works of Homer. He was regard 
ed as the leading expositor of the New Platonism; 
and after the proscription of his doctrines in the next 
century, all who had his books were required to de 
liver them up to be burned, under penalty of death.

lamblichos, or Ia-maleich,was a Syrian, thorough 
ly conversant with the Magian doctrines as well as 
the Egyptian mythology. He was a scholar and a 
sage as well as a mantic and expounder of the secret 
meaning of the Mystic or Perfective Rites. His lec 
ture-room was thronged from Greece and Syria, and 
the Em peror Julian prized him as one of the greatest 
of teachers. His work upon the Mysteries of the 
Egyptians, Chaldaeans and Assyrians, is perhaps the 
most valuable text-book of the Neo-Platonic doc 
trines extant. Thomas Taylor translated it in 1820, 
and a second rendering of it was made by the writer 
and published in T h e  P l a t o n i s t .

Sopator succeeded lamblichos as the teacher of 
Philosophy at Alexandria, and was honored by the 
title of “Plato’s Successor.” He enjoyed the friend 
ship of the Emperor Constantine, and at his request 
performed the rites of consecration of the new Rome. 
When, however, the Em peror had killed his son he 
applied to the philosopher to be purified, after the 
archaic notion, from blood-guiltiness; to which Sopa 
tor replied that he knew of no rite which could ab 
solve a man from such an act. The Emperor, who

/
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had been a “Soldier of Mithras,” forsook that religion 
and put the philosopher to death. The school was 
then for a time closed by imperial order.

From this time the existence of the school was 
more or less precarious. Except during the brief 
reign of the Em peror Julian, it enjoyed no favor at the 
Imperial Court; and under the Emperor Theodosios 
was interdicted outright. The great library at Alex 
andria was destroyed by the bishop Theophilos. At 
his death his nephew Kyrillos obtained the episcopal 
office by the purchased favor of a woman of the court, 
followed by a pitched battle in the streets of Alexan 
dria. Hypatia was now the lecturer at the Musaeum. 
She taught a purer Platonic doctrine than her prede 
cessors, and filled ably and worthily the chair of Am- 
monios and Plotinos. The dominant party was en 
raged at her popularity, and, with the countenance of 
the prelate, she was attacked by a mob in the street, 
dragged to a church and there murdered under cir 
cumstances of peculiar atrocity.

Nevertheless, a few more lights appeared in the 
philosophic constellation. A branch of the school was 
planted at Athens by Syrianos, where Proklos became 
its chief luminary. Olympiodoros remained at Alex 
andria, where he endeavored to substitute the Aris 
totelian doctrines in place of the Platonic. His treatise 
on Alchemy is in manuscript in Paris. Proklos was 
long a student under him, but presently removed to 
Athens and attached himself to Syrianos. He made 
the bold attempt to assimilate the old rites with the 
later philosophies, and to put a new face upon religion. 
He concentrated the history of Philosophy into this 
brief aphorism: “W hat Orpheus delivered in arcane
allegories Pythagoras learned when he was initiated 
into the Mysteries; and Plato next received the knowl 
edge of them from the Orphic and Pythagorean writ 
ings.” This statem ent harmonises with the declara 
tion of Herodotos: "The Perfective Rites called
Orphic and Bacchic are in reality Egyptian and Pyth 
agorean.” They doubtless were; but Bacchos was an
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Assyrian and Aethiopic divinity, and his worship and 
whatever philosophic notions pertained to them were 
at a prior time derived from the Far East. Proklos, 
taking the primitive unity of religions and philoso 
phies for his point of beginning, wrote several books 
in which he wrought the current beliefs of his age into 
a coherent and somewhat complicated system.

Other teachers of ability and merit taught at 
Alexandreia. The conflicts which rent Egyptian 
Christianity like the child possessed by a demon, af 
forded a breathing-spell to the men of learning. It 
was, however, precarious. Hierokles restored Pla 
tonic teaching to much of its genuineness His zeal 
and enthusiasm drew upon him the attention of per 
secutors, and he was sent a prisoner to Constantino 
ple to be punished. There he was cruelly tortured, 
but bore it courageously. He was scourged and ban 
ished, but soon afterward returned to Alexandreia and 
taught openly as before. He is the writer who has 
made Scholastikos the schoolman immortal as the 
prince of blunderers, and his Facetiae are still admired. 
He was a true Neo-Platonist, critically weighing Plato 
and Aristotle, but at the same time esteeming Ammo- 
nios Sakkas as their equal. “Paganism never wears 
so fair a dress,” says Samuel Sharpe, “as in the writ 
ings of Hieroclesjhis Commentary on the Golden Verses 
of Pythagoras is full of the loftiest and purest moral 
ity; and not less agreeable are the fragments that re  
main of his writings upon our duties, and his beautiful 
chapter on the pleasures of married life.”

The Em peror Justinian finally closed the schools 
at Athens and Alexandreia. At that time Isidoros and 
Salustios were teachers in Egypt, while Zenodotos 
and Damaskios were in charge at Athens. The phi 
losophers, justly apprehending cruel treatment, with 
drew into the Persian dominions, where they received 
a cordial hospitality. This was the end of liberal 
thought and learning in the Roman Empire, and the 
twilight of the Dark Ages was begun.

For a time it had appeared as though the entire
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Roman world would accept their doctrines. The 
doctrines of Zoroaster had been introduced into Rome 
about seventy years before the present era, and ex 
tended to the furtherest boundaries of the Empire, 
superseding in a great degree the former divinities. 
The Emperors from Antoninus and Alexander Sev- 
erus to Constantine and Julian had embraced them, 
and even been initiated, many of them, into the Secret 
Rites, to which Porphyry and others of the philoso 
phers had also conformed. Clement of Alexandreia, 
Justin Martyr and others now recognized as Christian 
Fathers were designated as Gnostics, and combined 
their doctrines with their peculiar theology so inti 
mately that they have never been completely eliminat 
ed. The birthday of Mithras, the twenty-fifth of 
December, was set apart also for Christmas; and the 
divinity himself was declared to be identical with the 
Christian Son of God,— “the Ray of His Glory and 
express image of his substance.” ( . to the He 
brews 1.3; Augustin.- Discourse on the Gospel o f John 1. 
vii.). The political revolutions of the empire, and 
the ambition of Prelates, however, rendered this har 
mony impossible. The worship and Perfective Rites 
were proscribed thenceforth and in the later ages as 
magic and witchcraft; and the teaching of philosophy 
was prohibited.

Mr. Robert Brown, Jun., though sincerely admir 
ing Plato, yet very emphatically rejects the Eclectic 
Neo-Platonism, declaring it “something entirely dif 
ferent from the philosophical idea of Plato and the 
Hellenes.” After enumerating the several teachers, 
from Ammonios to Simplikios, he names Thomas 
Taylor “ the last but possibly not the least of the 
school.” He does not seem to be willing to give the 
smallest consideration to their methods in the inter 
preting of the arcane and ancient learning. It is pos 
sible that they did carry the practice of allegorising to 
an extreme. Clement, Origen, and even the Apostle 
Paul, did the same thing. The rejecting of them and 
their methods, however, is as extreme in the other
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direction. W e may not in candor discard them so 
utterly, because their elaborate spirituality of thought 
seems so utterly opposed to the materialistic canons 
of modern ages

The Neo-Platonists, after a century of persecu 
tion and proscription, disappeared from public view. 
Noble men they were, and worthy of respectful men 
tion. They had grappled with the mightiest problems 
of thought with admirable acuteness and sagacity. 
They were the statesmen of their period, and they 
hallowed the philosophy of their time by making it 
religious. Neo-Platonism voiced and represented the 
purest and noblest aspirations of the time in which it 
flourished; and neither morally nor intellectually was 
it a failure.

It may be well, after this delineating of the his 
tory of the school, to remark something about its aims 
and doctrines The various teachers of New Platon 
ism developed it after their own genius, and very 
naturally in forms somewhat different. Holmes’ 
comparison very aptly illustrates this: “Iron is essen 
tially the same everywhere and always; but the sul 
phate of iron is never the same as the carbonate of 
iron. Truth is invariable; but the of truth
must always differ from the Bi'oivnate of truth.” Pla 
tonism, from the first, was not a system, but more 
characteristically a method. It consisted of radiations 
from a cognised centre; every follower carrying it 
into detail after his own habitude and genius. It was 
essentially a spiritual liberty, the outcome of a life, 
and not a matter of metes and bounds, or a creed of 
formulated doctrine.- Ammonios Sakkas aimed to 
reconcile all sects and peoples under this common 
principle, to induce them to lay aside their contentions 
and quarrels, and unite together as a single family, 
the children of a common mother.

Mosheim, the ecclesiastical historian, has given 
the most impartial account of the cherished purposes 
of this distinguished man. “Ammonios, conceiving 
that not only the philosophers of Greece, but also all
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those of the different barbarous nations, were perfectly 
in unison with each other in regard to every essential 
point, made it his business so to temper and expound 
the tenets of all these sects, as to make it appear that 
they had all of them originated from one and the 
same source, and all tended to one and the same 
end.”

The religious rites and beliefs were also set forth 
as pertaining to a common principle, and only at fault 
as having been adulterated with foreign and incongru 
ous elements. He taught, says Mosheim, that “the 
religion of the multitude went hand in hand with 
Philosophy, and with her had shared the fate of being 
by degrees corrupted and obscured by human con 
ceits, superstition and lies; that it ought therefore to 
be brought back to its original purity by purging it of 
this dross and expounding it upon philosophical prin 
ciples; and that the whole purpose which Christ had 
in view was to reinstate and restore to its primitive- 
integrity the Wisdom of the ancients—to reduce 
within bounds the universally-prevailing dominion of 
superstition—and in part to correct and in part to ex 
terminate the various errors that had found their way 
into the different popular religions/’

It is certain that there was in every country hav 
ing claims to enlightenment an esoteric doctrine, de  
nominated Wisdom or knowledge,# and those devoted 
to its prosecution were styled sages or “the wise." 
Pythagoras and Plato after him chose the more 
modest designation of philosophers, or lovers of wis-

*The writings extant in ancient tinn*s often personified Wisdom 
as the emanation, manifestation and associate of the one Supreme 
Being. We thus have Buddha in India, Neho in Assyria, Tiioth in 
Egypt, Hermes in (ireeee,—also the female divinities Neitha, M etis  
Athena, ami llie ( inostie potency Achamoth o'* Sophia Hence they 
deduced the personality of her son Oircsto>, or the oracular The 
first verses of the Johannean (rospel, as if following after Philo, give 
this summary: “ In the Beginning or First Principle was tin* Logos
or Word, and the Word was aduate to (?od, and (rod was tin* Logos." 
The Samaritan l*entnteuch denominated the hook of (genesisAchanwntk 
or wisdom, and two old treatises by Alexandrian Jews, the Wis 
dom of Solomon and the Wisdom of Jesus. art* named with reference to 
the saint* truth. The hook of MnsbntU the Discourses or proverbs of 
Solomon, is of the same character anti personifies wisdom as the em 
anation and auxiliary of the Divinity.
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dom, and their studies were accordingly termed phi 
losophy as denoting the pursuit of the superior knowl 
edge, rather than unqualifiedly the knowledge itself. 
Pythagoras named it dyvooGic rooy o v t g o v ,—the gnosis 
or knowledge of the things that really are. Under 
this noble designation the ancient teachers,—sages, 
seers, magians, hierophants, prophets and philoso 
phers—included all knowledge which they considered 
as essentially divine; part of it being esoteric and for 
the erudite and initiated alone, and part as suitable 
for the many. The Hebrew Rabbis employed a like 
distinction. They denominated the sacred literature 
rechab or merchaba, as being the vehicle of divine 
truth, and the scribes or teachers were graphically 
denominated “Sons of Rechab” or Rechabites. T he 
ology,religious worship, vaticination, music,astronomy, 
the healing art, morals and statecraft were included 
under the one head.

“Ynva possessed mo, prior to his going forth
Tin* first of his emanations, from the time—
I proceeded from antiuuity—the beginning—
Tlie earliest times of tin* earth.”

Thus Ammonios found a work ready for his 
hand. His deep intuition, his extensive learning, his 
familiarity with the most erudite philosophers of the 
time, and with the Christian Gnostic teachers, Pantae- 
nos, Clement and Athenagoras, helped him in fitting 
himself for the work which he afterward performed so 
thoroughly. He drew to himself the greatest scholars 
and public men of the Roman Eriipire, men with little 
taste for wasting time in elaborate sophistries, or su 
perstitious observances.

A writer in the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia gives 
this summary of the purpose and doctrines of the 
great Philaletheian:

He adopted tin* doctrines which wen* received in Egypt con 
cerning the Universe and the Deity considered as constituting one 
great Whole; concerning the eternity of the world, the nature of souls, 
the empire of Providence, and the govqrenment of tilt* world by de  
mons. He also established a system of moral discipline which allow- 
rd the people ill general to live according to tin* law> of their eountr\ 
and the dictate's of nature; but required the Wise to exalt their minds 
by contemplation and to mortify the body, so that they might be ea-
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pable of enjoying the presence ami assistance of the demons, [ frohais, 
or spiritual essences], ami ascending after death to the presence of 
the Supreme Parent. In order to reconcile the popular religions, and 
particularly the Christian, with this new system, he made the whole his 
tory of the heathen gods an allegory, maintaining that they were only 
celestial ministers, entitled to an inferior kind of worship; and he 
acknowledged that Jesus Christ was an excellent man and the friend 
of God, but alleged that it was not his design entirely to abolish the 
worship of demons, and that his only intention was to purify the an 
cient religion.”

A peculiarity in his methods, was the dividing of 
his disciples after the manner of the Pythagorean 
School and ancient Mysteries into neophytes, initiates 
and masters. He obligated them by oath not to di 
vulge the more recondite doctrines except to those 
who had been thoroughly instructed and disciplined. 
The significance of this injunction can easily be ap 
prehended when we call to mind that the great pro 
duction of Plato, the Republic, is often misrepresented 
by superficial expositors and others wilfully ignorant, 
as describing an ideal state of society analogous to 
the sensual paradise ascribed to the Koran. That the 
work should be interpreted esoterically is apparent to 
every appreciative reader.

Even the Hebrew’ Scriptures were formerly un 
derstood as allegoric. The story of Abraham, his 
sons and their mothers, was of this nature. ( ,
iv. 22-24). Josephus declares that Moses spake cer 
tain things wisely, but enigmatically, and others under 
a decent allegory,” calling this method “philosophic.” 
Maimonides distinctly cautions us against making 
known the actual meaning:

“Whoever shall find out- the true sense of the book of Genesis 
ought to take care not to divulge it. This is a maxim which all our 
learned men repeat to us—and above all respecting the work of the 
six days. If a person shall discover the true meaning of it by himself 
or by the aid of another,—then he ought to In* silent; ni\ if he speaks 
of it, he ought to speak of it but obscurely, and in an enigmatic man 
ner, as I do myself, leaving the rest to he guessed by those who cm under 
stand me”

Well, therefore, can we understand the distinc 
tion between the perfect and the multitude, as made 
in ancient times, “To you it is given,” says Jesus to 
the Apostles, “to understand the arcana, but to the 
multitude it is not given; therefore I speak to them in
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parables and similitudes, that they may see and not 
perceive, hear and not understand."

Modern writers have commented, often errone 
ously, upon the peculiar sentiments and methods of 
the Neo-Platonists. Indeed the immense difference
in the nature of ancient and modern learning has, to 
a very great degree, unfitted students of later times 
for understanding the principles of the old theosophy. 
Even the enthusiasm which is considered as religious 
fervor akin to divine inspiration, has not much in com 
mon with the entheasm of the old philosophers.

The system of the Alexandreian school was com 
prised in three primary tenets: its theory of the God 
head, its doctrine of the soul, and its spiritualism or 
theurgy. Plotinos declared Divinity to be essentially 
o n e ; that the Universe is not God nor part of God; 
nevertheless it has its existence from his mind, de 
rives from him its life, and is incapable of being sep 
arated from him. “The end of the Egyptian rites 
and Mysteries,” says Plutarch, “was the knowledge 
of the One God, who is the Lord of all things, and to 
be discerned only by the soul. Their theosophy had 
two meanings: the one, sacred and symbolic; and the 
other, popular and literal. The figures of animals 
which abounded in their temples, and which they were 
supposed to worship, were only so many hiero 
glyphics to represent the divine qualities.”

Sir William Jones, in his lecture upon the Per 
sians, presents the cardinal doctrine of the Sufis as 
well as the Zoroastrians, which equally well applies to 
Ammonios and his successors:

“The primeval religion of Iran, if we may rely upon the au 
thorities add need by Mohsani Fani (a Sufi), was that whieh Newton 
calls the oldest, and it may justly be called the noblest, of all religions: 
a firm belief that ‘one Supreme God made this world by his pow er and 
continually governed it by his providence;—a pious fear, love and 
adoration of him, and due reverence for parents and aged persons; a 
fraternal affection for the whole human species; and a compassionate 
tenderness, even for the brute creation.’”

The fundamental doctrine of the Neoplatonists, 
as of the Egyptians, Chaldaeans, and all philosophers, 
was that of a single Supreme Essence. This is the
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D yti-pitr  or Father in heaven of the Aryan peoples, 
-—identical with the Yav or Iao of the Chaldaeans, 
the Iabe of the Samaritans, the Tiu or Tuisco of 
the Northmen, the Duo of the Britons, the Zeus of 
the Hellenic peoples—the Being, one and Supreme. 
From him all other beings proceeded by emanation. 
Modern savants are substituting for this their theories 
of evolution. Perhaps a profounder sage will show 
these hypotheses, now apparently so contradictory, 
to be but forms of the one underlying fact,—Divinity 
is fundamental Being, and creation is existent solely 
as proceeding from Being and constantly sustained 
by it.

All the ancient theosophies contained the tenet 
that Oioi gods or disposers, angels, daemons, and 
other spiritual essences emanated from the Supreme 
Being. Ammonios accepted the doctrine of the 
Books of Hermes, that from the Divine All proceeded 
the Divine Wisdom or Amon; that from Wisdom 
proceeded the Creator or Demiurgos; and from the 
Creator the subordinate spiritual beings,— the world 
and its inhabitants being the last. The first is imma 
nent in the second, the second in the third, and so on 
through the entire series.

The worship of these subordinate beings consti 
tuted the idolatry charged upon the ancients—an 
imputation not deserved by the philosophers who 
recognized but one Supreme Being, and professed to 
understand the hyponoiaor under meaning in regard
to angels, daemons, heroes and symbolic representa 
tions. An old philosopher justly remarked: “The
gods exist, but they are not what the many suppose 
them to be. He is not an atheist who denies the ex 
istence of the gods whom the multitude worship; but 
he is one who fastens on these gods the notions of the 
multitude.” Aristotle is more explicit: “The divine 
essence pervades the whole world of nature; what are 
styled the gods* are only the first principles. The

*Prof Tayler Lewis considered this term as virtually synony 
mous with godhead.
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myths and stories were devised to make the religious 
systems intelligible and attractive to the people, who 
otherwise would not give them any regard or venera 
tion."

Thus the stories of Zeus or Jupiter, the Siege of 
Troy, the W anderings of Odysseus, the Adventures 
of Herakles and Theseus, were but mystic tales which 
had their appropriate under meaning. The various 
old worships indicate the existence of a theosophy 
anterior to them. “All men yearn after gods,” says 
Homer.

"The key that is to open one must open all; 
otherwise it cannot be the right key.”

The Alexandreian Philosophers accepted these 
doctrines substantially, the principal difference being in 
modes of expression. It was no attem pt to oppose 
Christianity or to resuscitate Paganism, as Lloyd, Mo- 
sheim, Kingsley and others so strenuously represent; 
but to extract from all their most valuable treasures, 
and not resting there, to make new investigations. 
They taught, like all the old sages, that all beings 
and things proceeded from the source of existence in 
series, or discrete degrees of emanation. “There are 
four orders,” lamblichos taught— “gods, daemons, 
heroes and souls.” His theosophy agrees in this re  
spect with the doctrine of Paul, that “all things came 
out from God,” and corroborates the declaration of 
Jesus that “the kingdom of God is immanent within,”

Of course there is no avatar. The human soul 
itself is the offspring or emanation of the Divinity, 
and the whole philosophic discipline is for the pur 
pose of developing and perfecting its divine faculties. 
The highest spiritual development, both in perceptive 
and subjective qualities, was contemplated. Plotinos 
taught that as the soul came out from God, there ufas 
immanent within it an impulse to return, which a t 
tracted it inward toward its origin and centre, the 
Eternal Good. The person who does not understand 
how the soul contains the most excellent within itself 
will seek by laborious effort to realise it from without.
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On the other hand the one who is truly wise cognises 
it within himself, develops the ideal by withdrawal 
into himself, concentrating his attention, and so float- 
ing upward toward the Divine Fountain, the stream of 
which flows within him. The Infinite is not known 
through the reasoning faculty, which makes distinc 
tions and defines, but by the superior Intellect (nous 
or epistcme)—by entering upon a state in which the 
individual, so to speak, is no more his own mere finite 
selfhood; in which state divine essense is shared by 
him. This state Plotinos denominates ecstasy—the 
liberation of the mind from its finite consciousness, 
and so becoming at one with the Infinite.

It has been affirmed and denied that this doctrine 
of ecstasy and oneness was before promulgated by 
Numenios, and it has been compared to the Yoga or 
union philosophy of Patanjali, and even to the Irvaya 
of the Buddhists.

The exalted condition which Plotinos describes is, 
however, not permanent, but only enjoyed at intervals; 
and its attainment is promoted to a certain extent by 
physical means, as by abstinence which tends to clar 
ify and exalt the mental perceptivity The moral 
agencies which prepare the individual for this superior 
condition and habitude are given as love of excel 
lence for the poet, devotion to knowledge for the phi 
losopher, love and prayer for the devout.

Plotinos, it is recorded, was of an exalted spirit 
ual nature and pure in life and motive. He was ac 
cordingly enabled to realize this superior condition 
six times during his life. Porphyry also declares 
that Apollonios of Tyana was thus “united to Divin 
ity” four times, and he himself once, after he had a t 
tained the age of sixty.

The outflowing from Divinity was received by 
the human spirit in unreserved abundance,* accom 
plishing for the soul a union with the Divine, and en 
abling it, while in the body, to be a partaker of the 
life which is not of the body.

*John in. ii4. “God givetli not his spirit by ntwisuru."
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Closely allied to this is the doctrine of mental and 
moral exaltation, as set forth in the New Testament. 
The mctanoia which is there inculcated is no mere 
penance, repentance or contrition for wrong, but an 
energising of the spiritual and intellective principle of 
our nature, which eliminates the rule of lower motive, 
so that we live and are inspired from above. It is a 
higher perception,* transcending the dianoia or com 
posite understanding which is influenced by mental 
processes, and accordingly is an infilling, a plcroma, 
and inspiring of the whole life from the divine constit 
uents of our being.

Prayer, as Plato explains it, affords the true pre 
paration for this higher spiritual condition, and the 
petition in the Phaedrus is in apt illustration.f “Pray 
er,” he declares, “is the ardent turning of the soul 
toward God— not to ask for any particular good, but 
for good itself,—the universal supreme good. W e 
often mistake what is pernicious and dangerous for 
what is useful and desirable,” he further remarks. 
“Therefore remain silent in the presence of the divine 
ones, till they remove the clouds from thy eyes and 
enable thee to see by the light which issues from them 
selves, not what appears as good to thee, but what 
is really good ”

Plotinos also taught that every person has the 
faculty of intuition or intellection. This is the same 
notion as enunciated by Plato, that the idea of the 
good sheds on objects the light of truth, and gives to 
the soul that knows the power of knowing. The

 This is tlit* proper translation of the Greek term. All words 
compounded with the preposition mctn involve the idea of participa 
tion—the lower quality or principle being exalted by communion with 
the higher, and so becoming transmuted into its nature. Thus me 
tempsychosis is the progress of the soul into superior conditions; meta- 
p/tj/sir the growth and hence the science of Supernal being. Even 
the me la me! os of Juda.s Iskariotes was not mere remorse, but the 
rousing of concern for the just and right.

fSoKKATES.—“ Beloved Pan, and all ye divine ones about this 
place, grant that I may be good in the inner nature, and that what I 
have of external things may be accordant with those within. May I 
deem the wise man the truly rich, and let me have only such an 
amount of gold as only a provident man may possess or use.”
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higher soul is even when linked to the body a dweller 
in the eternal world, and has a nature kindred to D i 
vinity. It is enabled therefore to perceive and appre 
hend actual and absolute fact more perfectly than 
through the medium of the reasoning faculties and 
external senses.

“Everything in the world of Nature is not held 
fast by Fate,” lamblichos declares.* “On the con 
trary there is another principle of the Soul superior to 
all that is born or begotten, through which we are 
enabled to attain union with superior natures, rise 
above the established order of the universe, and par 
ticipate in the life aeternal and the energies of the 
heavenly ones Through this principle we are able 
to set ourselves free. For when the better qualities 
in us are active, and the soul is led again to the na 
tures superior to itself, then it becomes separated 
from everything that held it fast to the world-life, 
stands aloof from inferior natures, exchanges this for 
the other life, abandons entirely the former order of 
things, and gives itself to the other.”

We begin with instinct; the end is omniscience. 
It is a direct beholding; what Schelling denominates 
a realisation of the subjective and objective in the in 
dividual which blends him with that identity of sub 
jective and objective called Divinity; so that, trans 
ported out of himself, so to speak, he thinks divine 
thoughts, views things from their highest point of 
view, and, to use an expression of Emerson’s, “be 
comes recipient of the soul of the world.” Plato de 
scribes the matter more forcibly “The light and 
spirit of the Deity are as wings to the soul, raising it 
into communion with himself, and above the earth 
with which the mind is prone to bemire itself.” (Thai- 
dros.) “To be like God is to be holy, just and wise. 
. . . .  This is the end for which man was born, and 
should be his aim in the pursuit of the superior knowl 
edge*.” ( Th ca itt 7os).

The power of seeing beyond the common phy-
*Mffsteri(‘s, Part vm. \Vil«U*r\s Translation, 1H87.
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sical sense, as in vaticination or “second sight,” was 
possessed by many of these men. Apollom’05 of 
Tyana describes the faculty as possessed and exercis 
ed by himself:

“I can see the Present and the Future in a clear mirror. The 
Sage need not wait for the vapors of the earth and the corrupt con 
dition of the air to enable him to foresee plagues and fevers; he ought 
to know them later than (xml but earlier than the multitude. The 
divine natures sec the future; common men, the present; sages, that 
which is about to take place. My peculiar abstemious mode of living 
produces such an acuteness of the senses, or else it brings into activ 
ity some other faculty, so that the greatest and most remarkable things 
may 1m* performed.*'

This peculiar gift or faculty is probably to be ex 
plained in this way: It is not created anew, but 
brought out of a dormant condition. The miraculous 
effects of abstemiousness to produce extraordinary 
spiritual acuteness have often been noticed. Gorging, 
and indulgence in drink, or the using of gross and 
unwholsome food close up the interior faculties. It 
will be borne in mind that many of the distinguished 
teachers and sages were more or less ascetic. Yet 
all that abstinence can do is to remove obstacles to 
the free action of the mind; it can produce no faculty 
or quality that does not already exist.

There is what may be termed spiritual photog 
raphy. The soul is the camera in which facts and 
events, future, past and present, are alike fixed; and 
the higher perceptivity makes the understanding con 
scious of them. Beyond an every-day world of limits, 
all is as one day or state—the past and the future 
comprised in the present. Probably this is the “great 
day.” the “last day,” “the day of the Lord” of the 
writers in the iXew Testament—the eternal day with 
out beginning or ending, in which every one now is 
in his interior spirit, and into which every one passes 
by death or ecstasis. The soul is then freed from the 
constraint of the body, and its noble part is united to 
the superior powers, thus becoming a partaker of the 
wisdom and fore-knowledge of those in that sphere 
of being.

The disciples of Plotinos ascribed to him miracu 
lous perception. They affrmed that he could read
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the secret thoughts; Porphyry was contemplating su  
icide, and he perceived it without having received any 
outward intimation. A robbery was committed in his 
house at Rome, and he called the domestics together 
and pointed out the guilty one. He did not discoun 
tenance the popular religious worship; but when one 
of his friends asked him to attend at the public ser 
vices, he answered: “It is for the gods to come to
me.”

Plotinos, Iamblichos, and Apollonios before them, 
are said to have possessed the powers of prediction 
and healing. The former art appears to have been 
cultivated by the Essenes and others in the East. “ I 
am not a prophet nor the son of a prophet,” said 
Amos, who seems to have been “irregular;” “but the 
Lord called me.” Apollonios, as his biographer de  
clares, healed the sick, and others, like th epneumatists 
of Asia Minor, performed remarkable cures. It is 
more than probable that they employed the agency 
known as animal magnetism. It was usual to exer 
cise it by placing the  hand on or near the diseased 
part, (stroking it and uttering a chant. (Kings n., v. 
ii.) It is now fashionable to declaim about these 
practices as charlatanism; but they appear to have 
existed in all ages and among different peoples. Plo 
tinos scouted the notion that diseases were daemons, 
and could be expelled by words; but he indicated 
temperance and an orderly mode of life as the philo 
sophic way to remove them.

Iamblichos added to the theosophy of his fel 
lows an art which he designated theurgy. He taught 
that the individual might be brought into personal 
association with spiritual beings, and into the posses 
sion of their knowledge, and even possess the power 
as a divinity to control inferior natures. He was per 
fectly familiar with the phenomena of the mesmeric 
trance and clairvoyance, and described them with 
great exactness, as they are now known to us. “The 
knowing of the gods is innate,” he affirmed; “and it 
pertains to the very substance of our being. It is su-
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perior to judgment and choice, and precedes both 
reasoning and demonstration. From the beginning 
it was at one with its source, and was coexistent with 
the inherent impulses of the soul to the Supreme 
Goodness.” This union is not knowing, but there is a 
uniform embracing at all points of contact, spontane 
ous and indistinguishable, as of one thing knowing 
another, which joins in with the Godhead.” ( . ,  
I., 3.). The different orders of spiritual beings, he 
declared, were intermediaries between God and man. 
Their foreknowledge extends over everything and 
fills everything capable of receiving it. They also 
give intimations during our waking hours, and impart 
to the soul the power of a wider perception of things, 
the gift of healing, and the faculty of discerning arts 
and new truths. There are different degrees of this 
inspiration: sometimes it is possessed in a higher, 
sometimes in an intermediate, and sometimes only in 
a lower degree.

Prayer, diligence in the offices of arcane worship, 
abstemiousness amounting in some instances to ascet 
icism, and contemplation, are the means of disci 
pline required by the theurgist. Iamblichos discourses 
on these matters with all the earnestness of a modern 
preacher. “Prayer is by no means an insignificant 
part of the entire upward path of souls,” says Proklos. 
“Prayers,” Iamblichos declares, “constitute the general 
end to religious worship, and join the sacred art in an 
indissoluble connection with the divine beings. U n 
ceasing perseverance in them invigorates the higher 
intellect, makes the reception-chamber of the soul far 
more spacious for the divinities, opens the arcana of 
the divine world to human beings, accustoms us to 
the flashing irradiations of the Supernal Light, and 
perfects gradually the qualities within us to fitness for 
the favors of the gods, till it exalts us to the highest 
excellence.” Thus we perceive that the theurgy de 
scribed and extolled by this philosopher was not any 
art of sorcery, necromancy or fortune-telling, but a 
developing of the higher faculties and sentiments. In-
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deed, if we change the terms and expressions which 
he employs to such as are current with us, we would 
find no difficulty in finding for him a place among the 
higher thinkers of our own time. Bulwer-Lytton, 
who appears to have been a thorough student of Neo- 
Platonism and kindred topics, depicts after a similar 
manner their operation and influence:

“At last from this dimness, upon some eyes the light broke; 
but think not that to those over whom the Origin of Evil held a sway, 
that dawning was vouehsafed. It could be given then, as now, only 
to the purest ecstasies of imagination and intellect undistraett d by 
the cares of a vulgar life, the appetites of the common day . Far 
from descending to the assistance of a fiend, theirs was but the august 
ambition to approach nearer to the Fount of Good; the more they 
emancipated tlicmselves from this Limbo of the planets, the more 
they were penetrated by the splendor anil beneficence of God. And 
if tiiey sought, ai d at last discovert d, how to the eye of the spirit all 
the subtiler modifications of being anti matter might be made appar 
ent; if they discovered how, for the wings of the spirit, all space 
might be annihilated; and while the body stood heavy and solid here, 
the freed I D E A  might wander from star to star: if such discoveries be 
came in truth their own, the sublimest luxury of their knowledge, was 
but this—to wonder, to venerate, and adore!”

We may with this finality very fittingly bring 
this delineation to a close. But we cannot dismiss the 
subject without a brief tribute to the noble but unfor 
tunate Hypatia. She bade fair to stand among the 
most gifted of the Alexandreian school. She had 
alike for pupils men of every faith, Egyptian, Greek. 
Christian and Jew; and what little we know of her 
not only shows her blameless character, but the purity 
of the doctrines which she taught In her the Aka- 
demeia was almost reincarnated. A few years more 
added to her career might have rolled back that ocean 
in which Philosophy and Human Fraternity were en 
gulfed.

Proklos is represented as the most learned and 
systematic of all the Neo-Platonists. He elaborated 
the entire theosophy and theurgy of his predecessor 
into a complete system. Like the Rabbis and Gnos 
tics he cherished a profound reverence for the 
Abraxas, the “W ord” or “Venerable Name,” and he 
believed with Iamblichos in the attaining of a divine 
or magic power which, overcoming the mundane life, 
rendered the individual an organ of the Divinity,
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speaking a wisdom that he did not comprehend, and 
becoming the utterance of a superior will. He even 
taught that there were symbola or tokens that would 
enable a person to pass from one order of spiritual 
beings to another, higher and higher, till he arrived 
at the absolute Divine. Faith, he inculcated, would 
make one the possessor of this talisman.

His theology was like that of the others. “There 
are many inferior divinities/’ h e ’reiterated from Aris 
totle, “but one Mover. All that is said concerning 
the human shape and attributes of these divinities is- 
mcre fiction, invented to instruct the common people, 
and secure their obedience to wholesome laws. The 
First Principle, however, is neither Fire nor Earth, 
nor Water, nor anything that is the object of sense. 
A spiritual Substance is the Cause of the Universe, and 
the Source of all order, and excellence, all the activity 
and all the forms that are so much admired in it. All 
must be led up to this Primal substance which gov 
erns in subordination to t h e  f i r s t .

This is the general doctrine of the Ancients, 
which has happily escaped the wreck of truth amid 
the rocks of popular error and poetic fables.”

The state after death, the metempsychosis or su 
perior life, is thus explained by him: “After death
the soul continues in the aerial body till it is entirely 
purified from all angry and voluptuous passions; them 
doth it put off by a second dying the aerial body as 
it did the earthly one. Wherefore, the ancients say 
that there is a celestial body always joined with the 
soul, which is immortal, luminous and star-like.”

W hatever the demerits of the Neo-Platonic school, 
there must be general approval by all the right- 
thinking of the great underlying ideas of Human 
Brotherhood and perfectibility. Their proper aim was 
the establishment of the dominion of peace on earth 
instead of that sovereignty of the sword which informer 
ages, and in later centuries, arrayed millions of human 
beings in mortal warfare against each other, and de-
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populated whole regions and countries in the nam e 
of religion.

As might be expected of persons holding so r e  
fined a system of doctrines, their characters co rre  
sponded with it admirably. Plotinos was honored 
everywhere for his probity, Apollonios for his alm ost 
preternatural purity of manners, Ammonios for h is 
amiableness, Iamblichos for his piety, and Proklos fo r 
his serene temper. The testimony of M. Matter, in 
his treatise on Gnosticism, is just so far as it relates 
to these men:

“The morality which the Gnosis prescribed for man answered  
perfectly to his condition. To supply the body with what it 
needs, and to restrict it in everything superfluous,—to nourish tin- 
spirit with whatever can enlighten it, strengthen it, and render it like 
God, of whom it is an emanation: this is that morality. It is that o f  
Platonism, and it is that of Christianity.”

Such is the philosophy, such the religion, which 
is to the materialists and their allies a stum bling 
block and folly; to others a divine illumination.

The treasury which the Neo-Platonists filled has 
enriched the world through all the later ages. T he 
rerfiarkable men who arose as lights to their fellows, 
were almoners of that bounty. Philosophers and 
theosophers of every grade were expositors of the 
Eclectic doctrine: Bcehmen, Swedenborg, as well as
Tauler, Schleiermacher, Fichte, Schelling and H enry 
More were all beneficiaries of the wise men of A lex 
a n d ria . Hardly a creed exists in the religious world 
which had not been thus enriched; and literature has 
derived from that source its choicest embelishments.

Such is the record which these sages made.
A L E X A N D E R  W IL D E R .
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A L E T T E R  ON P R E E X IS T E N C E  FROM  DR. 
JO S E P H  G L A N V IL L  TO  R IC H A R D  

BAXTER.

[This epistle is preserved in the Baxter Collection in Dr. Wil 
liams’ Library, London, Eng. (Letters Vol. I. No. 29, 16.1.).

A transcript, of this interesting Letter—never before pub 
lished—was procured through the kindness of Mrs. A. J. Penny, the 
eloquent expounder of the mystic doctrines of Behmen.

Doubtful portions are in brackets. Abbreviations have been 
mostly eliminated, and the spelling modernised.

Joseph Glanvill D. D. was an excellent scholar, and one of the 
most acute thinkers of his time. He was born in 1636, and died in 
1680.

Dr. Glanvill, though he assumes in this Letter the attitude of a 
lucre Inquirer, was a firm assertor of the preexistence of souls, and 
in his Lux Qrientalis (1662) advanced many cogent arguments in sup 
port of this fundamentally important doctrine].

D e a r  a n d  e v e r  H o n o u r e d  S i r :—The past never 
gave me so sensible a displeasure as in the miscar 
riage of your letter, and I can easily imagine how 
great a loss I sustained by it since nothing can come 
from you but what is like yourself, great and worthy. 
In the little civility you are pleased to acknowledge, 
I am but just to your merit and kind to mine own in 
clinations: for there is no pleasure to me like express 
ing mine affect*’ans to those I love; and I lie, if you 
have not the cnief room among them. I am sorry 
that your Harsh Censures, as you call them, never 
came to mine hands, for I would gladly know the 
worst of myself; especially from a person whose very 
reproofs would be more grateful to me than most 
men's applause: for I value things as they contribute 
more or less to the making me better. The expres-
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sions of your dissent then could not have urged me, 
though they had been all severity. And I extremely 
mistake myself, if it be in your power to speak any 
thing of me or anything I- have relation to that can 
cause me to have a jot the less value for Mr. Baxter. 
I confess ’twould trouble me if you should be unjust 
or passionate, as it would to find a flaw in the fairest 
Idaea of my thought. But I am utterly ignorant of 
mine own passions, if self could raise any animosity 
against you for any harshness you can use toward me. 
Reproof can’t provoke me; I can be a Stoick when 
you reprove, and be as much unconcerned for myself 
as if you reprehended a man I never heard of. If 
you judge my respects by common measures you’ll 
think I talk youthfully; but be just to your own worth, 
and consider me as one that can understand some 
what [your] excellence, and value it, and perchance 
you may believe me.

Your disapproval of Przeexistence is one of the 
greatest arguments which I [have] yet seen against it. 
For I profess I have not met a reason that hath 
[troub] led me. And yet I cannot assure myself that 
’tis true; but I think it [is] probable. So that I am 
none of the assertors you seem to speak of. If [I 
have] not proved that it is so; yet I think I have 
made it indifferently [likely] that it may be so; yfea 
and possibly that tis more probable than the contrary. 
You see then, I own myself an assertor of the prob 
ability of this hypothesis, though I lay no great stress 
upon it, for I would not build great matters upon may 
bes. I am an inquirer, and therefore not very for 
ward of assent. Nor would I be rash in a sudden 
rejection of opinions that may prove serviceable to 
worthy purposes.

That the doctrine of Preexistence is uncertain, 
that is, not strictly demonstrable, I grant. And so I 
am afraid are most speculations else, except some 
very few fundamentals. 'This is a reason indeed why 
it should not be confidently asserted or imposed upon 
the world as an irrefragable T ruth; but not why it
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should not be inquired into. All things are uncertain 
in their first proposals, except such as are confirmed 
by experience or miracle And some doctrines of the 
reformation were as uncertain within these two hun 
dred years as Preexistence; you perceive I mean as 
to the subject.

But that ’tis new which is a n o th e r .. . .  [here two 
lines at the foot of the letter are quite illegible, almost 
entirely worn away] had I some advantages which I 
now want, I could show among what worthy persons 
it hath been countenanced in most ages of the highest 
and best Antiquity; and possibly bring it lower than 
may be expected. We have it among the oracles:
X p r j  a i  G7T t v d t i v 7rpd? t o  cp? T t a j p o z  ?,

’EvOev i7Tt'p<p9rf Go) i p v x v
And more clearly after
d i c i t o  Gvtpvxijs T o y o J t v  i) t i v )
PScopaTi  Qr]Ttvaa<i  t n i  T-aZiy  r}? e p p v t f ?
A v 9 t f  dvaGTpGt/?, lepco  A d r ®  e p y o v  t v c o o a S .
And Psellus in his Exposition of the Chaldaian T he 
ology tells us the accounts they gave of souls descend 
ing hither H ” 61a  m t p o p p v r ^ G i v ,  tj 
n a T p i x r f v  u ?  t o  x o G p i f G a i  n t p i y t i o v  Ar/Ziv .

How near the first of these especially is to the 
hypothesis of the Christian Platonists, I know I need 
not tell you.

And if we look a little lower than Zoroaster and 
the Chaldaeans, we shall find the same Dogma fre 
quently asserted in Hermes Trismegistus. In his 
C l a r i s  he supposeth it in these words: i p v \ i )
dv9pGG7rov  G c o p a  e i G e A Q o v a a  p e i v t f ,

y t v G e T a i  d d a v a O r a ?  o v t e  Top t r a X a p f i d v i i .
And elsewhere he brings in God thus threatening 
those souls which should transgress his commands, 
and wander from the happy stations he had placed 
them in, dtOpov? x a i  xoAv p . l v  t e x v i t e v g g o , 
which accordingly he executed by embodying them 
as the sage often tells us x a i  dr) x a i
r f y e p d v i  x a i  dEG ni nr }  t o  G v G T t j p a  

T t x v ’GaGOti'd/TGO? e v  t o u t g o  t o  t c o v  d i a i r a v r o ?
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y t v o s  HoXa^r /Ta i .  And again afterwards, x a i  raV 
i p u y d s  i x i X t v G e  i v G G d p a T i d r / v a i ,  a t  6 t  7roT€ 7rpcoTov  

G T v y v a G a o a i ,  x a r a x p i r o v c i a v T a S  p a d o v G a i :  to 
which many more like passages might be added, but 
I will trouble you but with this one, in which God be 
speaks the incarcerated souls, and ’tis as clear to our 
purpose as anything can be spoken; 5EniyvcoTE 8’ ovv 
goS 81 a  t c c  n p o G d e y  7 r p a x & t r T a  v j X i v  x o X a G i y  r a v T r j v  

v n o p i v t r e  x a i  ivGGO/jaTGoGiv.  So that the doctrine 
of Praeexistence is so far from being a novelty that 
’tis one of the most antient opinions in the world. 
And its having been so early extant, and among the 
Chalda^ans, I am apt to fancy is no contemptible 
probability of its Truth. For not to lay much stress 
upon what some affirm, that Zoroaster, the great In- 
stitutor of the Chaldaean wisdom, was of the school 
of Sem and H eber in which, according to the learned 
Jews, the traditional doctrines that were derived down 
along from the Antediluvian Patriarchs were taught 
and preserved; I say not to depend much on this 
there are several things in the C haldean Divinity 
which speak it extraordinary if not as Proclus will 
have it OeoS oT ny  x a i  Q e m r a p d S o T o y . F*or whence 
shall we conceive that Zoroaster had those clear no 
tices of the Trinity which he is more full and plain in 
asserting than even Moses or any of the Jews them  
selves. To draw some few of them together:
'H poyas exti 7rpGDT(*)c, 07rov 7raTpixrj povd% eGri 
Tayarj eGri p o yd t rj Svo y ey y a .* Again 
FlayTi yap iv  xoGpc*) Xapn^i rp ia? 77? povds apxti 
Apxoci£ yap rpiGi rals 8t XafiotS SovXtvt/y an avra . 
The first person in his triad he calls the Father
n d v ra ya p  i ^ t T t X i G e  naTrfp and t h e ................. Power.
o v 8 J e y  i t ]  8 v y d p e i  v o e p a  x X t i G a S  i d / o v  7 rv p y And 
2 v p / 3 o X a  y a p  n a r p i x o ^  r o o t  e G 7 r t ip t  x a r a  x o G p o y \  

which you know are not unsuitable to some expres 
sions Oracle is quoted imperfectly by l)r. Olauvill. I have sup 

plied the omitted p a r t—Ed. Uib. P l a t .

fAnother reading is r<r/? instead of H a r d  n d t i n n y .— El>.
Hi b  P l a t .
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sions of the second person in the Christian Trinity. 
The Third he calls the second Mind, n a v T a  e g e r t -  

\ t ( 7 €  6 n a T i j p  x a i  v g d  n a p iS o o x e S v T tp G O ,  of which 
he says i o r l  y a p  7 r ip a $  r r a r p i x o v  f i v Q o v ,  x a l  nrfyx)  
tgov v o tp a o v .

Besides these assertions of the Adorable Trinity 
by Zoroaster, I might mention as many and as clear 
ones out of Mercurius Trismegistus, another sage as- 
sertor of Preexistence. Take a few briefly:
6 S i  v o v ? 7raTrjp S e o * —elsewhere 
6 St tx vo()C qjGDTtivoc Aoj/o? vids Qeov.

Again concerning the Son 
eOTi S t  toxj 7 r a v r t X a i o v  tt p a y  o v a ?, x a i  

r i X t i o f  x a i  y o v i / x o ?  y v r / G i o ? vioS  

And of the Spirit
6 Q i ( k  (pesos v 7 r d p x o o v  a7rexx)TjGt Aovco e r e p o v  v o v v  

S r j p i o v p y o v ,
o? Qto* 7rupos  x a i  7rviv/LiaToS cov eor jp iox jpyr jGe .

He affirms in another place that the Father and 
the Son are consubstantial.
' l l v v g d Qt j t g ) StfjuicxjpyGO ojliooxjGioS y a p  r}v. And 
assigns the making of the world to the divine word.
'Exri cpcoTof r /f  A oyo ?  a y  10 [ ............. ] rff  cpvGei .
And again, r o v  i r a v T a  h o g p a y  i n o i r j G t v  6 d r / j u t o v p y o s  

o Trarrjp oxj x l e/P t ]  d A A a  Anya).
Now whence can we conceive those plain asser 

tions of such high and mysterious Truths, which are 
not discoverable by natural light, to have derived but 
from some Divine Tradition? And if so it will be 
more easy to imagine that Pneexistence was of the 
same Cabala, it being found in the same Repository, 
and having been the doctrine of all the ancient eastern 
world, if we have any true accounts of those times. 
There are several other sacred positive doctrines de 
livered by Zoroaster and Trismegistus which seem 
clearly to speak their acquaintance with divine T he 
ory: As concerning Angels, Paradise, the Immortality 
of the Soul, and the particular method of the creation, 
which is described by Trismegistus almost in like 
manner as by Moses. And of such account was the
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Zoroastrian wisdom even in the days of Christian 
Antiquity, that those that followed the heresy of Pro- 
dicus pretended to it, to credit themselves and their 
errors. And Porphyry takes notice of what esteem 
it was among other Christians. This antient Theology 
then being so venerable both upon the account of its 
authors, the great truths therein delivered, and the 
credit it had among the wisest of former ages, not 
only the Pythagoreans and Platonists, but even those 
of the Christian world,—it seems to me a likely in 
stance of the truth of that doctrine which was so con 
siderable a part of that Divinity. And the supposed 
silence of Moses and the Prophets in this business is 
no more argument against it than their silence in the 
matter of the Trinity is conclusive against that sacred 
Mystery. I am almost confident that as much can 
be urged from the old Testam ent for the former as 
the latter [ in ....................................... ]

Nor is this doctrine therefore to be rejected be 
cause scripture speaks little of it; since I think we 
mistake their design when we expect speculation and 
Philosophy from the sacred oracles, which I fancy 
were only intended for instructions in life and man 
ners: and the very style of them seems to me to inti 
mate so much; it being for the most part adapted 
to the imaginary and affectionate part of the soul, and 
not to the several faculties.

And if it be unwarrantable venturousness to pry 
into things which the scripture hath not expressly 
spoken of, I think most of the Theory of the Chris 
tian world will be out of doors, as well as Pra^- 
existence. And no man that pretends this can with 
any justice assert anything of the souls original; since 
both the way of daily creation and traduction are as 
much strangers to the divine volume as the Origenian 
hypothesis. I will take nothing for matter of faith 
indeed but what God hath revealed in scripture, but 
yet 1 think 1 may warrantably enough make other 
things the subject of temperate and modest Inquiry. 
All truths are not revealed in Scripture but only the
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most necessary and those which our Reasons unas 
sisted could make no discovery of, and for us soberly 
to inquire into the nature and concerns of our souls, 
I take to be part of the duty we owe for having them. 
But, sir, I must beg your pardon for my thus forget 
ting myself; and I doubt I injure the world by 
stealing from you so many of your precious minutes. 
I shall therefore detain you no longer than till I have 
told you that I hope shortly to see you, and that I am, 
Most honoured Sir, the most affectionate of your ser 
vants and honourers,

JOS. G LA N V ILL.

ON ID EA S.

The mind actually investigates and knows things 
essential and immaterial without the use of the senses 
of the Material Body.

The Greeks employed two terms to distinguish 
respectively sensible vision, and mental vision, as two 
different functions of the mind—namely— 
and “eidaa"— nearly or quite equivalents of the Latin
“specto,” and “video.” The former is to see ex ter 
nals—sensible vision—objective vision—vision of 
phaenomena and appearances. The other is to see 
essentials— mental vision—thought vision—subjective 
vision. And accordingly the Greek “ t o  

means a sensible object, but “ roe/tfo?” means a mental 
form  not seen by the senses. And out of this root
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and reason is the term ctSea—signifying the essential 
form as distinguished from the sensible appearance of 
this form; or it is the object in the one case, and the 
subject in the other.

This definiteness in the use of these terms must 
be verified in their verbal history, and in the older 
Poetic and Philosophic Greek usage.

Accordingly Plato has said “that external things, 
though beautiful and splendid in their way, belong 
to the species “ t o  d p a t r o v and are apprehended 
through the vision of the senses, as of sight, hearing, 
touch, etc.,— but that the essential things, the imma 
terial things—the “ t o  aeidec”— the species that con 
tinue always the same—that really is, and abides, 
cannot be apprehended in any other way than by the 
exercise of Thought”—a mental vision of subjective 
Being.

The things which are visible through the portals 
of sense are phaenomenal, temporal, transient, while 
the things which are not visible to the senses but are 
visible to the mind in thought are, comparatively at 
least, essential, vital, immutable, abiding the same; 
and we know concerning the former through or by 
means of physical and psychic consciousness, and 
concerning the latter by means of Psychic and Pneu 
matic consciousness. And we may postulate of th£ 
sensibly visible species that it is physically compound 
ed, and hence may be dissolved and dispersed; and 
of the invisible species, being essential, vital, self- 
moved and self formed, that it is not controled by acci 
dent, and is not dissipated and dispersed by externals, 
and hence it abides. The material species is visible to 
physical sense. The immaterial species is invisible 
to physical sense.

Mind limited in its cognitions to the sense view 
is never scientific—that is, it does not know truth: 
and so in this case it does not know that the soul 
alone is the man, and that the soul is immaterial’. 
Mind in the use of the physical senses only, does not 
know what man is if he be not what the senses per-
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ceive— namely—a material and physical nature: or at 
the most by inference, a soul anti material body united. 
This is the mere sense-knowing, whether affirmed 
by so-called scientists, or confessed materialists.

There are many and various relations and pro 
cesses constantly occurring while the living soul and 
the material body are united, and o> which we are 
conscious, and from which we may therefore cognise 
and know by actual experience and thought that the 
soul and the material body are of different species 
The Soul is not constituted of materialities, and it ex 
ists in permanent form. Our slowness to accept this 
proposition may be wondered at. Even up to the 
very last, after Socrates had argued thoroughly and 
shown clearly all these truths, up to the very gate of 
the tomb of the body, the friend still asks,— “How 
shall we bury you? Said Socrates: “Oh just as you 
please, if you can catch me!” He knew well that his 
material Body would be dispersed, and that his soul— 
the himself,— would go to the world of the soul.

But let us hear Plato further of this matter. Soc. 
“And did we not say this too—that when the soul 
employs the Body to examine anything, either by 
means of the body, or any of the senses, the soul is 
drawn down by the Body, down to things that never 
continue the same? and the Soul wanders, and is con 
fused, and reels as if intoxicated through coming into 
contact with things of this k ind /’ Here, in this in 
stance, is the mind examining sensibly-perceived 
things, materialities, by means of the physical senses, 
drawn down to the use of the bodily sense organs as 
its instruments to perceive and know the materialities, 
the things that never continue the same—a different 
species from mind. They are alien to the mind, they 
are strangers. And how do youth, and all those who 
are ignorant and in the rudimentary experiences of 
th esc things of time and sense, wander, and blunder, 
and stagger and fall, in their use of things of this 
kind— in their meats and their drinks, and their uses 
of these physical organs. They are not much or at
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all acquainted with these temporal things, or they 
would use them to more rational advantage.

In this experience the soul is applying its Gnostic 
powers, through the senses of the Body as portals, to 
get a peep at this outside— this non-entity of the world. 
And this outer side of the world—these materialities, is 
the entire content of this physical consciousness. Soc.- 
“ But when the soul examines anything itself by itself” 
— (that is when it exercises its Gnostic powers with 
out the use of its physical senses)— “there, where it 
dwells in the pure, and the eternal (a tt immortal, 
(adavarov), and unchangeable, and as being native 
there it does always both subsist itself amongst that 
order of Being, especially indeed as it itself
subsists, and is in the power of existence in itself: and 
also it then doth cease from its wandering, and as 
concerns that, doth continue always in the same state 
through being in contact with those abiding natures. 
And is this affection and state of the Soul called W is 
dom?

Kebes.— You speak in all respects well and 
truly.”

The world of Entity is full of things which are of 
kindred and same nature of the Soul itself: and we 
have noticed that on the other hand these material 
things are not of the same nature with the Soul. And 
when the Soul in its psychic consciousness perceives 
the things of the invisible and living spheres in their 
manifestation, then is it more wise, and then may it 
act more wisely. And as in the former instance we 
have seen the Soul applying its Gnostic powers to 
know materialities through use of its physical organs, 
so now we are to witness the Soul in the actual appli 
cation of its Gnostic powers independently of the 
material organs.

And herein lies precisely the root question and 
ground of all the doubt respecting the permanent 
Form and existence of the Soul— namely—does it 
exist and act without the use of the material Body? 
Let it be postulated hereof, that all affections and
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thoughts are attributes of the Soul, and exist in log 
ical antecedence to their motion and expression in and 
by the material body.

Be it considered that this material Body is mat 
ter, and that its organic connection with mind 
does not make it anything else than matter, and 
that matter, in whatever shape it be put, does not feel, 
and does not think; wherefore the material Body can 
not have thoughts and affections; that these are pred 
icable of the living Soul only. The truth is, by 
means o f  the material body as instrument, the Soul’s 
form, and motions, and affections and thoughts are 
manifested only, in the material sphere.

The Soul alone possesses in itself the power of 
existing. It alone is endowed with Life and Self- 
motion. It is given to it by its Creator to exist from 
within itself; as matter, which is not endowed with 
Life and therefore has no self-motion, cannot move 
and exist from within itself, and has not in itself the 
power of existence.

And now what are some specimens of that spe 
cies of things which the Soul is said to examine and 
know without the use of the material sense organs, 
itself by itself ? For instance, the mind has formed 
and maintains a thought and purpose to move a cer 
tain object for exemplification. The writer holds in 
his mind the form of an act, and for a certain reason. 
It does not belong to my Body at all. It will not be 
manifest in or by my body until the mind shall decide 
and be ready to express this purpose by means of the 
body as its instrument. The act is definite in form 
and purpose whether or not it should ever be express 
ed in speech or deed. You cannot discover with 
your senses what it is. It belongs to the invisible 
species. And yet it dwells there in the mind, known 
to the mind, a most distinct and definite form; and 
the Body has nothing to do about it until the mind is 
ready to make use of the body to manifest it.

A book lies on the table before me. The Thought 
—the purpose and end in the mind—is to lift that
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particular book by means of this instrument of the 
mind— this right arm and hand. Now the mind has 
so far revealed the matter, and it is only so far mani 
fest to one of your senses: but yet 1 have not trans 
acted the purpose. The act is still with the mind. 
The mind may yet choose never to enact it. But I 
now take up the instrument— the arm and hand—and 
lift the book to show you what was all the while in 
the mind from the first as the form of the aim and 
end. The mind has invisibly and antecedently and 
in certain respects independently of the Bodily mo 
tions, acted all this, using the body only for expres 
sion. The instrument of expression, from brain to 
muscle and lever, moved not until the mind caused 
them to move.

But some will say, it is the movement of the 
molecules of the Brain that originates and constructs 
the Thought. Well, if there were no truth in the 
world identifiable by the rational intelligence as 
against the assumptions of the sense-perception, we 
might believe that saying. But it must suffice for the 
present to affirm that all the materialities of all gradesare 
in utter subordination to the immaterialities; that 
Entity— Being—Life, is the moving cause, as well of 
molecules of the brain, as of masses of muscle and of 
matter and of the mechanics of the arm and the hand: 
all motion in materialities comes from life, mind, will. 
When the brain acts it is the Soul that causes it to 
act. Molecular motions of the brain do not make 
thoughts: but thought and will cause molecular mo 
tion and change in the brain as in the mechanics of 
the hand.

The materialistic hypothesis puts the cart before 
the horse. The cause is in the soul, in the mind, and 
not in the matter of the body. There are molecular 
motions in the organism when the hand moves the 
book, but they are consecutive to, and are the effects 
of, the motions preexisting in the mind. These mo 
tions then in the body are consequent to and are 
caused both in part and in whole by the mental
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form of purpose and thought preceding the corporeal 
act Does then the Soul exist and act invisibly and 
in invisible forms prior to and independently of its 
use of the material organs of the body?

For further instance let us take the Idea of Love. 
Love is something, is it not? Can we perceive the 
form of it by means of any of the physical senses? 
Is it visible or invisible to the five senses? Does 
the Soul employ the senses of the material body to 
examine it and know it?

Lifetimes are lived in the experience and thought 
and affection of it Volumes are written * f the most 
intimate knowledge of it. All the generations of man 
kind know what all the others are talking about in all 
languages and tongues concerning it. Libraries and 
galleries are filled with the compilations of the knowl 
edge of it. The world is filled with the arts of ex 
pressing it by the means of prose and verse and 
statue and song. And why? Precisely because it is 
of the invisible species, and belongs to the species of 
the Soul itself, and therefore cannot be examined and 
known in the Soul by use of the senses of the mate 
rial body, and belongs to .that order of things which 
continue always the same.

The consciousness of it is seated in the Psychic 
body, and not in the Physical body. No one ever 
saw a student with oculars or crucible or mechanical 
gauge, or with microscope or telescope, poring over 
and discovering the shape and nature of love—either 
with the senses or any sensible aids and tests. The 
mind does not see it or know it by means of the 
senses of the material body, and yet the mind does 
know it. Nothing else is so much known by men 
and of all mankind.

In this subject of love then we have something 
that the senses cannot examine and know, and yet the 
Soul itself knows it as accurately as it knows anything 
else. It knows this subject without the use of the 
senses of the material Body. And the same is true 
of Love and of Hate. These are abiding forms, they
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abide through all the ages. The race of mankind has 
been acquainted with them through all times, and has 
known them as the same things as we now also 
know them.

And so also of Justice and Injustice, of Truth 
and of Falsehood, of Right and of W rong, of Liberty 
and of Slavery, of Beauty and of Ugliness, of Ambi 
tion and of Humility, of Virtue and of Vice, of Morality 
and of Immorality, of Reverence and of Insolence, of 
Obedience and of Transgression, and of Pride, and 
Vanity, and of Life, and of Death, and of Immortality, 
and Freedom, and God, and the Soul itself, and the 
Souls of all living creatures, of all living Forms of the 
essential and immaterial W orld—all the Physically 
invisible natures.

The Universe is full of Beings that the Soul 
knows and must know without the use of the physical 
senses. These are each and all something. They 
are the forms that abide in the annals of the thought 
and knowledge of every generation under the sun. 
W e know what they were talking about w'hen they 
talked of these things thousands of years ago. These 
subjects of the mental vision are each and every one 

- something, just as well as Nitrogen, and Electricity, 
and Magnetism, and Air and Earth are something; 
and certainly they underlie more history than these 
material things do. But who at any time has seen 
these Forms of the mind and the nature of them with 
the perception of the material sense, or measured 
them with mathematical gauge? And yet they un 
derlie all human history, and rank there as causes, 
while the material things rank there as effects.

W hat have men ever struggled for and sacrificed 
for worthily, but for Right and W rong, Justice and 
Injustice, Love and Hate, Freedom and Oppression 
—things of the mind that are invisible to the sense 
organs of the body? You cannot touch, taste, smell, 
hear, see, or detect or examine with the material 
senses, any of these subjects; Mind knows them all 
independently of the Body These subjects all belong
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to the invisible and immaterial species, both those 
which are the content of the Soul itself— namely— 
its Thoughts and Affections, and also the natures of 
all living forms of all living creatures.

Let us affirm, there would be no material mo 
tions and shapes in this planet, were there no living 
forms to form them and to keep them in motion and 
shape. The body of every living creature would fall 
to pieces if the Lifepriyiciple should go out of it.

Life—the life principle— is the cause of all self- 
motion, of all Form, and of all existence in the world 
of Entity and non entity. This Life Form— this es 
sence— this factor of the Universe which we call Being, 
is therefore the source of all human history and art, 
and of all production in Physical Nature. The Soul 
therefore applies its Gnostic powers to the knowledge 
of this invisible species, which it cannot know by- 
means of its physical senses. So far then from the 
Soul not being able to know anything except with the 
means of the physical sense, we shall come to find 
out that it does not know anything at all by means of 
the physical sense except the appearances; but what 
is the essential nature of that which causes the ap 
pearances it does not know at all by physical sense. 
Can the mind then examine and know the essential 
things of the essential world? Then it must do so 
without the use of the physical senses.

Now the two species, the visible and the invisi 
ble, are the epitome of the Universe. There is an 
inner nature of the world, as there is an inner nature 
of man: and that inner nature of the world is the 
world of Being— of Life—of Entity. And from the 
world of Life, of Entity, all that lives flows down, as 
man’s life flows down from this inner world of his 
soul, of his Being, into his body. And if that Soul 
and its life should be extinguished or separated, all 
the materialities of the Body would be extinguished 
and dispersed; and so likewise in the great world of 
Entity, if the Life should be separated or extinguish-
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ed, so the materialities of the great world would be 
dispersed and extinguished.

Causation invariably presupposes life, Essential 
Form, Self-motion, as the forces and means of acting 
upon and moving the things which are moved. And 
as we cannot understand the constitution of man 
without knowing his Soul, his sensibly invisible self, 
so we cannot know the constitution of Physical Na 
ture without recognizing and knowing the sphere of 
Entity, of Living Forms, which constitute the inner 
essential hemisphere of the world. Now the system 
of visible material things cannot be truly apprehended 
and thought as existing in a state of separation away 
from the system of invisible and essential things. The 
material Body of man is immediately dissipated when 
separated away from the living organizing essential 
Body. And so the material world would be immedi 
ately dissipated and deorganized if separated away 
from its connection with the essential world, the living 
world.

The world of material things and the world of 
immaterial things are no longer a journey apart, than 
from a man’s material body to his soul which is the 
essential body. Separate this world of being from 
this world of material things, and the material tilings 
will disappear. But the Soul itself must be in independ 
ent capacity and power, in order to form and actuate 
thousands of instruments and objects. And should 
the world of material instruments and bodies be sep 
arated away from the immaterial, and the visible sep 
arated away from the invisible—then must cease cause 
and motion in such as are called the visible species.

Let us therefore hold fast the line of this distinc 
tion—namely—discreteness and separateness of spe 
cies, and of the respective functions of Life and of 
matter in organization; with their distinctive charac 
teristics of Entity, and Non-Entity—of Being and 
Non-Being—of that which has in itself life, and that 
which has in itself no life—of that which has motion, 
and that which has no motion—of that which is mo-
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tive, and that which is inert. This is the through air 
line of Philosophy.

Idea is Essential Form. The Essential Form is
the true Form—the real form, and this is the Mental 
Form—the form seen by the mind when not using 
any of the material sense organs.

M atter is not primarily a cause of anything; 
causes presuppose the life principle. W e have con 
templated the material species, and the Soul species, 
from the points of view of the two stages of conscious 
ness—the physical, and the psychic grounds of know 
ing; we have witnessed the mind viewing material 
things by means of physical organs, and immaterial 
things in Psychic or mental vision. And that the 
mind does not examine and know the material species 
through psychic organs, nor the immaterial species 
through material organs. And that these two species 
are what we denominate Non-Being or Non-Entity 
on the one hand, and Being or Entity on the other— 
the two orders constitutive erf the system of the 
world.

It is also affirmed that these two species are dis 
crete and correlated as cause and effect; and that that 
which is endowed with life and self-motion and form 
is the cause of all motion and change and shape in 
that which is void of all essential and real attributes; 
and that hence the world of living beings is cause of 
all motion and change and shape in the world of mat 
ter. W herefore all the so-called properties of m atter 
—as Quantity, Size, W eight, Density, Shape, Space, 
Number, Etc.,—are accidental conditions not inherent 
in matter. They are all the Effects of the Cause of 
Motion Hence the sum and capacity of Matter, in 
and of itself, is utter inertia.

But Mind. Soul— the second and middle term of 
the universal triad—is Entity, Being, a form of life en 
dowment. Hence it is forceful, self-moved, and mo 
tive of other things. And herein consist the attri 
butes of essential Form, and thought, and feeling, and 
will, and purposed deed. All real , all real
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F o r m s , are predicable and must be predicated of 
of Entities, of Real Beings, for nothing else but Be 
ings have Form.

All the invisible species, which we have been 
distinguishing, subsist as the sphere of Entity, as all 
the materially visible things subsist from them in the 
ground of Non-Entity. But these invisible forms are 
essential—as esse— to be,—essens— Being,—essentia 
— the state of Being, or Entity. Their substance is 
vital, their Form is vital, their force is vital, and hence 
they are living Forms, and they are the real Forms 
of which the material substance and shape is an Ef 

figy,-—an out figure.
Now the Soul which is the living Form of the 

man is the essential Form, and the material body is 
its Effigy-—its outbirth in natural phaenomenon. And 
so also of the world of living forms and forces, the 
world of invisible Beings, the phaenomenal world of 
material shapes is the Effigy—the out-birth— natus— 
nature.

The Hindoos and the Greeks, and indeed all the 
ages of imperishable thought and belief, reached and 
stood in the perception and declaration that the true 
Form is essential, not material, and hence that the 
material shape is phaenomenal of the essential form.

And accordingly, all the while, the Greek term 
Idea, which we have adopted, means Form, as contra 
distinguished from the show and the appearance of 
Form — namely— the “ t o eid—the real form seen in
mental vision on the one hand, while on the other, 
the “t o  oparov” is the phaenomenon seen through
the physical sense. And, as we have seen, the Soul 
—the Entity— the life form, is the real form, in man 
and in all living creatures, and this is true form—this 
essential form is the Idea as contradistinguished from 
the Effigy— the outshadow of that form as seen by 
the mind through physical sense.

Man is the nearest and clearest instance; his Soul 
the real Form, his material body the Effigy—the out- 
figure of that real form. May we now sec in this.
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what an Idea is? All have heard of ideas, from the 
Platonic Idea down to that of the man who had an 
“ idea” that he had eaten too much pork for his dinner. 
There is probably no other technicality in the Greek 
and English languages so much demoralized, in all 
uses, popular and scholastic.

A few years since the students of many colleges 
and universities were questioned, “W hat is Philoso 
phy?” The answers were quite incoherent, and most 
of them ludicrous. W hat a harvest of tares might be- 
gathered were the question to be, W hat is an idea?

“ Forma Mentis E ternal is a Latin adage. The
forms beheld in mental vision are the true forms—the 
true forms are the ideas. And now:

(1.) From what models does Nature work? 
The material body of the man, and that of the horse, 
and of the lion, and of the eagle are all built of the 
same matter. W hence then comes the difference of 
shapes, and the uniformity and the perpetuity of their 
several shapes? In the Egg, and in the embryonic 
process, what is the cause of these different determ i 
nate corporeal types and shapes? The cause must be 
found in the invisible and vital form, in the species of 
Entity; for matter inert and senseless cannot predi- 
lect and move itself into these particular and perpetual 
organic shapes. And moreover were these forms of 
being the same, then the material bodies would be 
the same in shape; but the fact is, these material 
bodies of these creatures differ by exactly so much 
without variation of type perpetually.

This identity and perpetuity of each several type 
cannot be due to matter or any lifeless thing. There 
is working within this phaenomenon a life Form—an 
idea; an idea-man, an idea-horse, an idea-lion, an 
idea-eagle. These are invisible essential forms in the 
world of Entity; forms which logically pre-exist and 
typify and lead and dominate these processes in the 
world of material Nature, to the production of each 
and every special visible effigy. And so all the pro 
cesses of Nature, in all her kingdoms, animal, vegeta-'
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ble, and mineral have their types and reasons and 
determinations in the permanent living forms and 
forces of the world of Entity—the world of Life.

(2.) But in further exemplification and argu  
ment: From what models does A rt  proceed in all its
kinds and grades, mechanical and ideal ? Each and 
every work of A rt is an expression of an Idea—an 
invisible form which exists in the mind of the artist 
before he puts tool to the work. And this idea is the 
permanent form—the '•'forma and the work,
the external production is the transient thing, com 
paratively and relatively.

The designing Architect, and the Sculptor, and 
the Painter, and the Poet, all work from models in 
visible to the physical senses. The Bridge of Eads 
across the Mississippi at St. Louis is apt and con 
venient for illustration. This structure had not its 
origin in any external visible model or material. Had 
Eads travelled the world over examining with the 
senses all the Bridges of all the rivers, taking measures 
of their spans and arches and braces and all the ten 
thousand parts, he and his artisans and mechanics 
could not have patched up that perfect structure, giv 
en them till doomsday to do it in. It was first built 
in the mind of the author, Eads himself,—an essential 
Bridge, an idea bridge, an essential Form in the 
mind, invisible there to the physical senses, but visible 
there in mental vision.

And this sensibly invisible bridge is both the 
original and the producing Form, and also it is the 
permanent, the abiding Form; and the bridge across 
the river is the effigy of it— the expression of this 
idea. For suppose now the bridge across the river 
were swept away by some flood and mountains of 
floating ice, and the same author were employed to 
build another, he would not hunt up the old pieces 
and parts and their measures, but he would go to his 
studio and to the original bridge in his mind, the real 
and abiding form— the idea, in which is the original 
and formative cause; and from this model the bridge
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across the river would again become apparent.
And now mark well—this idea Bridge must not 

pre-exist only in some vague generality, but it must 
pre-exist as model and measure and place of each of 
the thousands of the particular parts: each and all of 
these particulars must first exist definitely and dis 
tinctly there in the invisible structure, before a tool is 
laid to the visible work, else the visible work cannot 
proceed to successful realization.

And this is true and the law of all the mechanical 
arts, from a steam engine to a hoe handle. Except 
the ideal form first exist, and be beheld clearly and 
distinctly and perfectly formed in mental vision, the 
external production will be impracticable, or at best, 
rude and imperfect.

Do we see then two species of bridge— the bridge 
in the mind, and the bridge across the river? the es 
sential bridge, and the material bridge? the ideal 
bridge, and the phaenomenal bridge? Then say 
which is relatively prio r  and which , which is
relatively cause, and which effect, which is the perma 
nent structure, and which the transient.

Do we not now cognise and distinguish the 
Bridge? and do we cognise it through the use of any 
or all the physical senses? It must be that we have 
seen an idea.But we shall see more of them and an 
other order of them in what is to follow— namely— 
the manifestation of ideas in the Fine Arts.

So far the idea is posited as essential Form in 
contradistinction from its efifigy or phaenomenon; and 
the coexistence and correlation of the idea and the 
phaenomenon are exemplified in the processes of N a 
ture, and in Mechanic Art.

And now we will contemplate the subject of ideas 
further as exemplified in that order of Art called 
Ideal, or Fine Art. W e cannot create or make any 
thing either in Mechanic Art or Fine Art, except the 
Ideal form pre-exist in the mind.. If the Artist would 
create a Statue, or a Poem, of Beauty, or of Justice, 
or of Liberty will he not necessarily find his model
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among the invisible species—in the idea Beauty, or 
Justice, or Liberty— Models existing in the realm of 
the mind, in the realm of real being and real form ? 
Models which there abide for every Artist of every 
age the same.

These ideal forms abide, and the Artist who be 
holds the ideal form will discourse of it now, like the 
Artist did a thousand years ago, so as that he that 
understands the discourse will see the same forms of 
mind that were beheld then, and are seen now. There 
is something that abides there in the invisible world 
of Entity, from which Art still now and ever derives 
its processes. And verily, “There are, Horatio, more 
things in Heaven and Earth than our Philosophy has 
dreampt of.”

These artistic forms, these , abide always
the same and are the universal species of which Art 
discourses in all generations of men. And thus also, 
the Great Creator works not from the outside. For 
“ By Faith we understand that the ever-being things 
( r o ? aia>va?-aei and cor) were framed by the speech of 
God, ( p r f f x a n 9eov) (utterance of His Thought and 
Will) in that the visible things were not produced out 
of phaenomena.” He did not, or does not take this 
outside stuff which we call matter and mould of it 
the living forms and the living creatures. Life works 
from the Life—from the invisible to the visible 
species; and from the life forms of the Universe the 
material phaenomena are produced. All the sensibly 
visible things proceed from the sphere of Life and 
animate forms, and Forms are not a make up from 
the realms and substance of matter which is inani 
mate and inert.

Causes in Art are up in the realms of ideas, of 
essential form and Life, not down in the realms of 
matter and unessential stuff, of which are effects, 
phaenomena. And now let it be here carefully noted 
accordingly.

(3.) In the mind of Deity, the Supreme Artist, 
pre-exist the Ideas of the Universe. These tran-
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sccndent Ideas, the celestial, Platonic Ideas so called, 
are the producing causes of all the inferior orders. 
In the mind of Deity pre-exist His Ideas of the 
Universe, as in the mind of the Artist must preexist 
his ideas of what he is going to produce in human 
Art. In the mind of Deity preexist the Ideas of 
Worlds, and Suns and Systems, and their content of 
Souls and life forms and all their phaenomenalities. 
In the Divine Mind are Ideas of Beauty, and Love, 
and Justice, and Souls, and Immortality and Free 
dom: and from thence— from His Mind and Will— 
these celestial forms and their powers proceed and fill 
and rule the worlds.

We do not know why the whole creation should 
be beautiful but because that in the mind of Deity 
exists the Idea Beauty itself. And so the Ideas 
Beauty, Love, Good, Truth, and Justice and Freedom 
subsist as celestial Forms and Forces that fill and rule 
the universal system. W herefore it still gets said 
from time to time that “ Ideas ruled Each in its own 
order produces genera and species and forms that 
fill the world of Entity, and the world of Non-Entity 
from thence.

Causes are in the higher and the highest things: 
and effects are in the iower and the lowest things. 
Causation, in the Logic of the Universe, proceeds from 
higher to lower, never from things of lower to things 
of higher nature; causes are logically antecedents: 
effects are consequents: causes are logically prior, ef 
fects are posterior to them. W herefore the Soul is 
prior to the Body; and the life, and the mind and the 
form and the force are cause, and are prior to the 
body; and the body with all its phaenomena is its ef 
fect. The life and the mind are prior to the material 
organism Ideas preexist, and ideas rule in the mind 
and works of God, and in the mind and works of 
man.

In these super-sensible Forms or Ideas which 
exist as mental forms in the mind of man and in na 
ture, man is conscious, and he knows them from the
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ground of his psychic perception; while a higher order 
of Ideas, which exist in the mind of Deity, he is con 
scious of and knows from the ground of his pneu 
matic or spiritual nature; and his affection for and 
acquaintance with these ideas is true Science and 
Wisdom. Except a man know concerning the invis 
ible things of the Soul he cannot know or have a true 
science even of his material body; and except he 
know concerning the invisible forms and powers of 
entities, he cannot know and proclaim a true science 
of material nature.

For be it remembered that he cannot separate 
the system of materially visible nature away from the 
invisible entities and still have remain the visible non 
entities, because the invisible things are the proto 
types and causes of the shapes and the motions of 
the visible things: just as the Soul of the man is the 
cause of the shape and the motions of his material 
body. In this we come again to man—the micro 
cosm—the epitome of the universal system.

And accordingly, just as if the material body of 
man be separated away from his Soul the body 
would then cease to be a corporeal phaenomenon, so 
in like manner if we should conceive of material na 
ture separated away from the super-sensible—the 
material separated away from the immaterial—the 
Non-Entity separated away from Entity, the visible 
separated away from the invisible—phaenomena sep 
arated away from essence—effects separated away 
from their causes—then must cease the forms and 
motions which we call the material and physical and 
visible species. Then all Nature becomes chaos, as 
does the material body of man when separated away 
from his living Soul.

And here now, in this eminence, our knowledge 
is grounded in the second stage of consciousness— 
the consciousness of Real Bas contradistinguish 
ed from the consciousness of matter and physics. 
Herefrom the mind of the knower examines and 
knows the real world which makes and rules the
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apparent world. And this is scientific knowing, and 
the only ground and condition of the rational under 
standing of the constitution of Nature. The system 
of materially visible things cannot be truly thought 
and known as separated away from the system of 
vital invisible things; for the invisible living things 
are the causes of the motions and shapes and appar 
ent functions of the material things.

A true science of Nature therefore must consist 
of knowledges of those very interior and real living 
forms which cause the appearances cognisable to phy 
sical sense. True ultimate knowledge must there 
identify the causes of material phaenomena or mani 
festation, and the causes of Psychic and Mental 
manifestation, and the causes of Spiritual and Theistic 
manifestation. And in this causal identification is the 
test of Science— Physical, Metaphysical and Theo 
logical. Consummate knowing in each and all these 
departments must comprehend and identify in their 
distinctions—causes with their effects.

Suppose a person investigating an edifice con 
structed for the purpose of a silk or cotton factory; 
and suppose him at the same time to be ignorant of 
the nature and habits and uses of civilized man who 
constructs and uses it. How vague and void must be 
all his speculations, and how vainly termed knowl 
edge of the nature of the structure and its ends and 
uses. And so is it in all the relations and correlations 
in the world, of the two species of things—the species 
of Entity and the species of Non-entity—to one who 
is ignorant of one of these, and this the chief factor. 
There is no true knowing of either except that of the 
knowledge of each in its relations and correlations 
with the other—involving primarily therein the Prin 
ciple of cause and effect.

W herefore this material scene is a mere outward 
aspect of the real world, and in and of itself it is not 
real being, but it is the plane of determination and 
self-limit of the real actual living forms and forces of 
the world of real Being—the world of life which is the
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principle of all motion and of all form and vital func 
tion And as the causes of all phaenomena of the 
material body of man are the form and vital motions 
and functions of the Soul—so all the causes of all 
the phaenomena of physical nature are the forces and 
vital motions and functions of the system of Real 
Being and the essential substance. And that is not 
a philosophy or science of Nature which does not 
cognise and identify the two elements in their cause 
and effect relations.

W hat can we know of the house without the 
knowing of the man who builds and uses it? W hat 
can we know of the nature and uses of the human 
material body without knowledge of the Soul that 
builds and uses it? W hat can we know of material 
Nature without knowing of the world of Being which 
forms and moves and uses it?

Of this matter Aristotle says: “Essence is the first 
of all things; in definition, and knowledge, time, and 
Nature. The very nature of a thing is that which a 
thing is said to be essentially. The nature of a thing 
is the essence of that thing. The form al cause— the 
universal and the genus appear to be the essence of 
everything. But that which subsists as true is Being, 
and that which subsists as phaenomenon is Non- 
Being. Being is that which has a true subsistence 
— to which Non-Being is the contrariety.

“Now that for the sake of which we engage in 
the present discourse is the belief of all mankind that 
what is called wisdom is conversant with first causes 
and principles. For through and from these other 
things are known. But these—namely, first causes 
and principles—are not known through things in sub 
jection to them.

“The principles and causations of Beings are in 
vestigated, and it is evident they are investigated of 
Beings, as Beings. It is requisite to understand in 
what manner the formal cause and definition subsist. 
For to investigate without this knowledge is to do 
nothing. If indeed there is something immovable.
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eternal, and separable from sensibles, it is manifest 
that it is the province of the contemplative science 
(that is—the knowing with the supersensible powers 
of the mind) to know it, not of the physical, nor of 
the mathematical, but of a science prio r to both these.

“And it is necessary indeed, that all causes should 
be eternal (t o v ? aucovai) and especially these.

“But if there is one science of essences and an 
other of accidents, what is the characteristic of each 
and which of the two is Wisdomf For demonstrative 
science is conversant with accidents; but the wisdom 
which considers first principles is conversant with 
essences. The knowing of the philosopher is convers 
ant with Being, as Being itself, and to contemplate 
the effects of Being and its contraries, as Being, are 
the business of no other science than Philosophy."

This then according to Aristotle is wisdom and 
true knowledge—namely—the applying of the cog 
nitive powers of the mind, and their education and dis 
cipline in the contemplative science, which is knowl 
edge of Being, in and of itself \ and this is to know 
Form, to know ideas, to know causes, to know first 
principles, to know the permanent and the true, to 
know the invisible and eternal, and the causal life 
realm visible to mind in intellectual and scientific and 
philosophic vision on the one hand, and on the other 
hand to know from this outlook the sphere of matter 
and physics as the progeny of the causal life forms 
that constitute the realm of Being.

Again we are in recognition of the two species 
of things; those on the one hand which are visible to 
mind by means only of the physical senses—and on 
the other hand those which are not visible to mind by 
means of physical sense, but are cognizable to mind 
only in the exercise of Thought. Now the expres 
sion of these mentally visible forms is A rt. That 
order of Art which expresses the forms which are 
reducible to practical uses in the world is termed the 
mechanic and useful arts; and that order of Art which 
expresses the forms not applicable in the practical
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manifestations of material things is termed Ideal or 
Fine Art. And all art whatsoever is expression and 
realization of the Idea.

And now to summarise and conclude this view 
of the range of the psychic and pneumatic conscious 
ness and the species invisible to the physical senses, 
but cognizable from this super-physical ground, we 
may posit the following Thesis— namely—Idea in 
Nature and A rt is essential , and is predicable
of Being only; and every existing thing which is ob 
jectified and apparent in the terrestrial orders of ma 
teriality, appears there as the Effigy of the essential 
form. The Effigy is the out-figure, the shape, gener 
ated and maintained there by the motions of a corre 
lated essential form; and it depends from it as its 
cause.

From these grounds and reasons, essential Form 
— Idea, may be computed to be the chief factor in the 
processes of the systems of Nature and of Art. 
The essential form is the true and real form, and this 
is the mental form, and this form is the Idea—and of 
this the material shape is the production and phae- 
nomenon. All art, Divine and Human, is creation, 
and this is the speech, the expression and realization 
of the Idea. This factor is not native in the sub 
stances and shapes of the material kingdoms; all vi 
tality, all animation, all animal sensation, all animal 
instinct, all animal thought, all animal shape, all an 
imal motion, are identifiable as Being, Essence, Form, 
Idea, introduced into organic connection with Non- 
Being, which of itself is abstract dead material sub 
stance.

And therefore, together with this material sub 
stance there must be introduced another substance in 
order to constitute and realize and identify the ap 
pearance of living forms. Essential substance is con 
stitutive of all animality in whatever material guise.

Accordingly there is no animal frame, no animal 
material body, that is not caused and governed, as to 
its material arrangement, shape, mechanism, and mo-
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tion by an indwelling essential vital form. The ma 
terial body is the Effigy, the phaenomenon and appa 
rition of this essential form—an adumbration of the 
existing form. This material body is in all cases the 
Body 0/ Something—as the body of a horse, the body 
of an eagle, the body of a man; and accordingly it 
remains to distinguish from this body, that which is 
the horse, and the eagle, and the man.

Form as thus distinguished from bodily manifes 
tation is therefore the essential, determinate reason 
and nature of every living creature. And each of all 
the corporeal aspects of animated nature depends 
from its own peculiar, differentiated and distinguished 
essential vita l form. Indeed there is not anything in 
all the kingdoms of Nature, animal, vegetable, and 
mineral, that is not what it is by reason of its essential 
form.

The forms of the animate kingdoms are vital 
essence, sensitive and self-moved: the shapes of the 
inanimate aspects of nature are of the material sub 
stance, and so they are unconscious, insensate, and 
inert of themselves; and the forces which we observe 
moving these elements of matter, and which we are 
accustomed to call material forces, are the vital forces 
of the animate sphere and its form s moving upon and 
in the material world.

Some other element than matter itself must enter 
into matter in order to originate and maintain organic 
process and orderand shape in its elements. All Proto- 
plasm is Bi<>plasm. The life principle is the plastic 
power in all organic form and motions. And through 
out all the kingdoms of Nature and all the orders of 
A rt there are no forms or forces but vital forms and 
forces when these are truly traced up to their essence 
and origin.

Says Dr. J. J. Garth Wilkinson of' London; 
“There is no interval between life and its hiero 
glyphics, but the one is within the other as a wheel 
within a wheel. The thing signified by the organ of 
form is form!' And says the Divine Poet:
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“There’s not a flower can grow on earth,
Without a flower upon the spuitual side, 
Substantial, Archetypal, all aglow  
With blossoming causes—not so far away,
That we whose spirit sense is somewhat clear 
May not catch som ething of the bloom and breath.

* * If a man could feel,
N ot one day in the A rtist’s extasy,
But every day, feast, fast, and working day,
The spiritual significance burn through 
The hieroglyphic of material shows,
Henceforth he would paint the globe with w ings.”

This is truly and profoundly philosophical, and 
instances a genuine hand-shaking of the Poet and 
the philosopher—a thought utterly identical with that 
of Plato, and Aristotle, and Paul concerning this rela 
tion of the visible and the invisible species—the form 
and the phaenomenon— the idea and the expression, 
in the constitution and working of the cosmic system.

H. K. JO N ES.
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PLA TO N ISM  IN FR A N C E  IN T H E  N IN E  
T E E N T H  C EN TU R Y .

The object of this study is no other than to offer 
a comprehensive sketch of the Platonic movement in 
France in the nineteenth century. W e shall notice 
on the one hand the influence, direct and indirect, 
exerted by the ideas of Plato in the different spheres, 
artistic, philosophic and social, and on the other give 
some brief analyses of, and a few quotations from, 
the principal works inspired by the study of Plato, or 
devoted to the discussion of his teachings.

I.
Every one knows with what delight the Renais 

sance collected all the texts of the great philosopher, 
brought for the first time into the Occident by Greek 
exiles: nevertheless France only shared at a distance 
the enthusiasm of Italy, for she had not a Ficinus, a 
Bessarion, or a Platonic Academy. Moreover, a con 
tempt of the past is a trait common to all the French 
philosophical schools from Descartes to the close of 
the eighteenth century. If the author of the 
de la Methode does break with eclat from the middle 
ages, he is no less unjust with regard to the ancients: 
however, between his vigorous spirituality and that of 
Plato the intrinsic analogies are so numerous that it 
is easy to discover in his school, especially in Male- 
branche, visible traces of Platonism. During the 
same age, thanks to the translation of Dacier, incom 
plete as it was, the students of Philosophy became
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acquainted with the most interesting and easily acces 
sible of the Platonic theories.

But other tendencies were destined to prevail, 
and between the idealism of Plato and the empiri 
cism of Locke and Condillac no bond of sympathy 
could exist. From the summit of his narrow dogm a 
tism the author of the Traite des Sensations passed 
this scornful sentence on the illustrious metaphysician 
of Athens: ‘‘His opinions appear nothing more than
a delirium, which does not merit our attention: this 
philosopher has retarded the progress of reason."

The same ignorant and presumptuous opinion 
was expressed by Voltaire, who during his stay in 
England became a disciple and panegyrist of Locke: 
“To-day,” he writes, “who reads Plato with any a t 
tention? Seven or eight dreamers, hidden in the 
garrets of Europe:” and elsewhere, “From Plato to 
Locke there is nothing, and a man who knows all of 
Plato, and nothing but Plato, knows little and knows 
badly.”

The rival of Voltaire, J. J. Rousseau, had prob 
ably read and reread certain books of the Republic 
before composing his Control Social; but, unwilling to 
share his laurels with anyone, it was with reluctance 
that he has in this strange work occasionally written 
the name of Plato. The article Platon in the Ency 
clopedia. signed de Tamourt, is of deplorable medioc 
rity. There are none in our day who would be will 
ing to thus estimate Plato. However at that time 
Greek literature was in complete decadence. Erudi 
tion was wasted in futile research, without interest, 
without accuracy, and without depth. The critic of 
philosophy and literature neglected antiquity, trans 
lating it poorly, and above all appreciating it with an 
inconceivable superficiality

One book only is an exception, in spite of all 
which it offers of the false and superficial: it is the 

Voyage dujeunc Anacharsis(1788). It is a work of
fiction, in which the Abbe Barthelemy has given an 
almost complete picture of the Athenian civilization
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in a day immediately succeeding its most brilliant 
splendor. Plato has his place there, and a place of 
honor: but at a time when artifice was everywhere so 
blended with nature that the highest metaphysics it 
self was obliged to have theatrical decorations.

It is at Cape Sunium, in view of the most extend 
ed horizons which find again their pure serenity 
after the horrors of the tempest, where Plato teaches 
his disciples his cosmological theories, and tries to 
make them share his faith in Divine Providence.

Even from a literary point of view, the merit of 
Plato has been boldly contested. “For the disciple 
of Socrates order and method are surely not in the 
number of his qualifications and duties, for his m eta 
physics and physics, his music, his physiology and 
his mathematics are all jumbled together pell-mell, 
everything scattered promiscuously throughout his 
books, which however does not prevent the reading 
of them from being agreeable, because he has thrown 
over all subjects such an astonishing profusion of 
ideas, mostly at random though, and often even false, 
but always more or less seducing.” Thus has La 
Harpe expressed himself, in his Cours de Litterature 
(1799): and in another passage he ascribes to the vi 
vacity of Plato’s imagination everything which ap 
pears to him defective either in the soundness of his 
philosophic principles or the vaiidity of his reason 
ing-

But in the domain of philosophy, as elsewhere, 
a new world succeeded that which the revolution de 
stroyed. When after the mortal shocks of terror 
France regained possession of herself, she had suf 
fered too much, she had been too profoundly agitated, 
to return to an artificial life, and the skeptical spirit of 
the eighteenth century. People were weary of the 
sophisticaf philosophy, of the sarcasms of Voltaire, 
and the negations of atheism. An immense void was 
a t the bottom of all hearts, and if the necessary en 
ergy was wanting to return to the austere ideal of the 
seventeenth century, they at least felt the need of at-
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taching themselves again to those beautiful hopes 
with which the author of the Phaedon loved to enter 
tain his friends. Lacking religion, they desired a re 
ligious philosophy; and what teaching was ever more 
worthy of this name than that of Plato? Then they 
were weary of wasting and losing themselves in the 
tumult of the exterior world. The soul, too long for 
gotten, and its loftiest aspirations and immortal g ran  
deur ignored and contemned by the Encyclopaedists, 
reclaimed its rights:* then, as a recent critic ex  
presses himself, in Plato the theory of the soul is 
truly the soul of the theory: this is what the philoso 
pher seeks and everywhere discovers,— it is dignity
which he means to defend, against all the attractions 
of pleasure, and the seductions of self-interest. In 
short, the interior poesy of Platonism was singularly 
pleasing to those generations which, discontented 
with the present, and fatigued with reality, gladly 
dreamed of the unknown, and became intoxicated 
with the ideal. “All is mystery, and nothing is beau 
tiful but mystery,” exclaimed Chateaubriand. “Then, 
what philosopher has ever opened to the imagination 
horizons more infinite than the author of the Phae- 
drus and the Philebos? Here, after the boldest spec 
ulations, he only claims to have “arrived at the vesti 
bule or entry to the dwelling of the Supreme Good:’’ 
there, after an enthusiastic picture of the super-celes 
tial world, he asks pardon “for having detained us so 
long with the remembrances and regrets for those de 
parted splendors.” If Plato satisfies preeminently the 
exactions of the soul, which pure reason alone is un 
able to appease, it is that he is supported not only by 
the profound, although incomplete revelations of the 
conscience, but still more by the prophecies, shadowy 
but sacred of the human heart

Assuredly neither Chateaubriand nor DeMaistre 
nor DeBonald had deeply studied Plato, but without 
knowing it they played before their contemporaries

•Whence the titles chosen by the poets of the new generation: 
Meditations, Harmonies, Rereries, Contemplations, Intimacies--words al 
most unknown to Corneille and Racine
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the same role of moralist and benefactor as did Plato 
before the Athenians, troubled as well as dazzled by 
the fallacious promises of the sophists. This was in 
France like a secohd Renaissance. Art, which in the 
eighteenth century was but an imitation of nature, as 
coarse as it was artificial, hastened to renew itself 
p a r  excellence at the fountain of the ideal.

With purely intellectual visions, joined to moral 
anticipations, poetry again became “a cry of the soul.’’ 
It tried again to find the interior sense of being and 
things; it was as if attracted and captivated by the 
unknown. The genius, lyrical and religious, of a new 
generation of inspired bards invented a new language 
to awaken slumbering enthusiasm; faith, philosophy, 
liberty, politics, teachings the most ancient as well as 
most modern, struggled in the face of the sun of tal 
ent and ardor. W ithout allowing himself to be em 
barrassed by the simplicity, touching and inimitable 
of the Phaedon, Lamartine composed his ode on the 
Death of Socrates:* and twenty years later Victor de 
Laprade sang Platon in a poem entitled ,
drawing upward in his train his disciples, delighted, 
transported. In a word it was the Platonic spirit, 
hovering above this marvellous epoch, thus described 
by E. Caro: “O ther periods of this century may have 
been more glorious for politics or war, but none were 
ever more distinguished for the growth of ideas, or 
the advancement of literature. This was an unique 
age for a liberal and fruitful variety of writers, for all 
scientific investigations necessary, for all the emotions 
of the beautiful essential to the almost heroic activity 
of spirit which was hastening in every direction to  
ward a conquest of the unknown.

The philosophic critic had neither withered these 
enchanting hopes, nor desolated the vivacious imagi 
nation of generations which represented the youth of 
the century. This was like a universal revival, simi 
lar to an InstauratioMagna of the human spirit.

*It is well know that many years before the painter David was 
inspired at tin* same fountain to represent “ The Dying Socrates
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Fortunate days, sublime intoxications, magnani 
mous work of ideas, long hopes almost realized in 
anticipation, as if quickened by enthusiastic wishes! 
all these were not unfruitful.” Philosophy more than 
any other science must experience this happy and 
vivifying influence. In reality it was in this spiritual 
renewal that it found for half a century the secret of 
its grandeur.

Reid and the Scotch school had shown but little 
sympathy for Platonism. On the one hand it was 
one of their illusions to imagine that before 
every one had been entirely ignorant of the existence 
of the human mind, and on the other their excessive 
timidity harmonized very poorly with the speculative 
bravery of Plato. I will merely mention in passing 
the work of Combes-Doununs: A  Historical Essay on 
Platon, and A  R apid  Glance at the History of Platon 
ism, from  Platon to our Day. (Paris, 1809, 2 vols. in 
i2mo). Not but what it contains many interesting 
facts on the Athenian philosopher, his life, his virtues, 
his associations with the celebrated personages of his 
time: yet unfortunately it is a superficial erudition, ex 
pressed in the tender declamatory style of the period, 
which merely exalts pagan wisdom for the profit of 
Christianity.

In a far different spirit was compiled the work 
entitled Thoughts of Plato On , M orality and
Politics, collected and translated by J. V. LeClerc 

(Paris, 1819, in 8vo). On the first page we read this 
strong eulogy: “I love better, wrote Cicero, to deceive 
myself with Plato than to think rightly with certain 
other philosophers. W hat then is this man whose 
errors are preferable to the truth? Ancient transla 
tors have scarcely made him known to the readers of 
this century. Plato is a veiled deity to even a great 
number of those who still call him Plato the divine.” 
From his writings 1 have tried to choose: 1 have
wished to translate that which shows Plato as a man 
of genius, as theologian, moralist, legislator: those 
mysterious pages which resemble the leaves of oracles
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and which St. Justin believed inspired........
But it is time to return to these noble thoughts 

which in other days raised to such heights the disciples 
of Socrates, to these inspirations of genius, to these 
revelations of the heart, which the wonders of the 
mind have caused us to forget. . . .  By dint of an  
alyzing a point, man has thought no more about the 
Infinite. Bossuet, Nlalebranche, and Plato speak to 
the soul: let us leave the teachers who reason, and 
abandon ourselves to the sacred prophets who enable 
the earth to hold converse with the heavens."

I have transcribed these lines because nothing 
gives a more just idea of the moral prestige which 
enhanced the value of Platonism, in the opinion of all 

^enlightened minds. It was like an ancient Gospel, 
lor which one willingly abandoned the metaphysical 
base in order to see only the magnificent coronet. 
Only a few minds fastened in the paths of Condilla- 
cism remained closed to the seduction. Francis 
Thurot, who had hinted at an acquaintance with an 
cient philosophy by his teaching in the College of 
France at Paris, and translated several dialogues, 
wrote in the preface to his edition of the Apology of  
Socrates:

“The Phacdonappears to me filled with so many 
absurdities that I should fear to place in the hands of 
youth this jumble of reasoning, each one of which is 
more vicious than all the others."

More enlightened, in the first edition of his His- 
toircComparee des systimes Pkilosophiques (1804) De 

Gerando inaugurated the movement of reparation, which 
in our century has restored to Plato his place of honor 
among the gf eat thinkers of all times. The succes 
sive stages in this movement are easily recognized in 
Laromiguiere, who openly broke with the sensualistic 
principle in Royer-Collard, who in the decline of his 
life, to find distraction from keen grief, read and 
studied in the original text a few of the most cele 
brated dialogues; in Maine de Biran who, after hav 
ing long reduced all human nature to will, at length
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confessed that intelligence and love had also a place 
there; in Ballanche the mystic philosopher who, a poet 
before becoming a metaphysician, always preferred 
the symbol to the demonstration, the splendor and 
color of style to the precision of the thought; and in 
Joubert, the perfect moralist, who has left us this 
avowal: “ If my thoughts which I express could quite 
independently inscribe themselves upon the trees, the 
investigators coming to this country after my death 
would find that in some respects I was more Plato 
than Plato himself.” It is the same writer who gave, 
in the style of his favorite author, this definition, 
paradoxical in appearance, but exact enough in 
reality: “Plato has the evolution of the flight of 
birds: he makes long circuits; he comprehends much 
space; he wheels a long time around the point where 
he wishes to perch, and which he has always in per 
spective, then at length he alights. . . .  In imagining 
the wake which the bird traces in the air, amusing 
itself soaring and descending, hovering and circling, 
we may have an idea of the nature of his mind and 
style.”

In short the new born spirituality, and this was 
justice, greeted in Plato the first and most illustrious 
of its ancestors. The pretention and pride of the 
school was to find again the titles to all the ages of 
humanity: or in collecting the substance of them, 
scattered throughout the ancient teachings; or ques 
tioning the echo of the old sanctuaries, or in recon 
structing piece by piece that eternal Platonism which 
was the inspiration of ail noble philosophies, as well 
as the soul of all religions.* However this adm ira 
tion from afar, which involuntarily recalls the cele 
brated adage of Tacitus, majorc longing no ,
did not suffice to reinstate in honor a serious study 
of Plato, his life, his teachings, his method, or his 
system. But there was one man who for years was 
capable of taking the intellectual direction of his 
country and was at the same time anxious to show by

*Caro, Philosophy and Philosophers, Page 5.
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his deeds how dear to him the theories and writings 
of Plato were An investigation will show that he 
labored more efficiently for the glory of philosophy 
than any or all of his contemporaries.

II.
An illustrious appreciator of genius said one day 

of Victor Cousin, then an unpretentious pupil in the 
Normal School, “there is something of Plato in this 
young man.” The event justified the remark: the 
same elevation of thought, the same flight toward the 
things of the soul, the same attraction in his words, 
and above all the same love of the beautiful joined 
with a constant search after truth!

From the first lectures by Cousin at the Sorbonne 
the ancient philosophy, too long disdained, and m et 
aphysics exiled for more than a hundred years, saw 
themselves applauded in h person by enthusiastic 
youth To him belong the merit and the honor of 
applying historical criticism,—placed in possession of 
his positive methods of the origin and grand manifest 
ations of human thought, of having explored its prin 
cipal sources, explained and followed its various evo 
lutions. But among all the systems there was one to 
which he gave unceasing fidelity. Platonic idealism, 
according to M. janet, was the mode and the center 
of all his philosophical course.

It is under the patronage of Plato no less than 
Descartes and Bossuet that he placed spiritualism, 
revived and renewed. One of the most remarkable 
books of Madame De Stael suggested to him the 
plan of visiting Germany. Still young, in this coun 
try of vast metaphysical syntheses he was subjected 
in turn to the influence of Schliermacher, Schelling 
and Hegel, and if he did not in the end arrive at the 
rashest conclusions of the transcendental idealism, and 
the philosophy of the Becoming, his redemption from 
it was due in a great measure to Plato I have had good 
masters, he loved to repeat, but the one the most be 
loved. the one to whom I have attache d myself the 
most closely, is Plato.
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He was destined to repay in a most brilliant 
manner his debt of gratitude. Obliged in 1821 to 
leave his professorship, he went into a studious re 
tirement to which his great works did honor. W as 
this not the time to mature his system, and deliver to 
the public his thought, after having commented on 
others? But Cousin preferred to edit Proclus,* and 
translate Plato.

The first at least of these two great projects did 
and must still appear strange. But he whom circum 
stances had provisorily made a disciple of Schelling 
and Hegel was evidently attracted rather than re  
pelled by the curious speculations of Neo-platonism, 
especially when it revived the profoundly religious 
sentiment, and the tendencies so rigorously spiritual 
of the founder of the Academy. Proclus whom 
Cousin recognized as “the prince of eclectic philoso 
phy,” Proclus, “reflecting with eclat and exactness all 
the lights which the genius of the most able masters 
had thrown into the various ages, reducing to science 
with consummate art the truths which nature permits 
us merely to see dimly, or to divine,” was represent 
ed by his new editor as personifying the summit of 
the maturity and perfection of the Greek philosophy. 
It is impossible to conceive of a more flattering eulo 
gy, and to justify it Cousin did not hesitate to write, 
“it is Proclus who cleared Platonism from the clouds 
which had enveloped it, and reclothed it in the austere 
but luminous forms of the faith of Aristotle.” Wc 
must be permitted to differ from him on this point. 
But the translation of P latof now claims our further 
attention. For the first time the philosopher of

*Procli opera inedita, 6 vols , which appeared from 1820 in 1827 
The general preface, for the ingenious philosophical and historical 
insight which it contains and the solid erudition therein unfolded, 
deserves to hr reprinted. Cousin’s edition incited more than one 
important work on the last of the great Platonists: ('specially worthy 
of mention is the Doctor’s Thesis of Berger, Proclus: Exposition de so
Doctrine (1840), and that of Jules Simon: I)u commentaire de Proclus sur 
le Tim ie de Pic ton (1889).

fTwelvr volumes, of which the first live appeared from 1821 
to 1880: the six following from 1880 to 1887, the twelfth and last in 
1840.
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Athens was to find in France an interpreter equal to 
the nobility of his thought, and the beauty of his dic 
tion.

Not that the attem pt had not previously been 
made: for LeRoy in the sixteenth century, and Da- 
cier in the seventeenth, had each given a version of a 
few dialogues. But the only one of his predecessors 
whom Cousin utilized was the Jesuit Grou, who in 
the latter half of the eighteenth century translated 
successively several of the most important of the Pla 
tonic writings, notably the , the Laws, the

Theaitetosand the Philebos. The resemblance is such 
in many cases that it seems often merely an occasional 
change in a word or the termination of a phrase. 
However, Cousin was aided by numerous colaborers, 
reserving to himself the revision of their work, before 
using it; and certain passages in his translation are 
memorable for their eclat, ardor and a conception 
wholly his own. Another very appreciable merit of 
his translation is,that it is complete: he conscientious 
ly included in it the most insignificant of the dialogues, 
and, except the Alcyon, even those which are univers 
ally admitted to be apocryphal. The Sophist, Polit- 
icus, the Cratylus, the Parmenides, the Clitophon, the 
Minos and the Charmides, appeared in French for the 
first time.

Can it be said that this translation is perfect? 
Unquestionably no! For competent judges have 
pointed out more than one manifest error, to say 
nothing of the inexactness caused for the sake of 
harmony and elegance. The last volumes especially 
appear to have been composed by a more heedless 
hand, and then death surprised the author while he 
was preparing to give his work a final revision.

As it is this publication had a great and a deserv 
ed success. It has reclothed Plato entirely, and ren 
dered easy and agreeable the approach to a Greek 
philosophy, which heretofore many had confidently 
praised without ever having turned over the leaves 
of it.
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One thing however surprises and disconcerts the 
reader: On opening the first volume we are all at
once plunged in medias res, without preface, intro 
duction or advertisement of any kind. This extra 
ordinary fact demands an explanation. In truth Cousin 
had prepared for his translation an introductory work 
designed to answer all the important questions which 
demanded solution. Here are his own words: “The
first volume will serve as an introduction to the en 
tire work, and will contain almost all the important 
investigations of which Plato is the object. There 
will be five dissertations, the first on the works of all 
kind relative to Plato from antiquity to our day; the 
second on the Life of Plato; the third on the authen 
ticity of his dialogues, the order in which we may 
suppose they were composed, and in which they may 
be published to-day; the fourth on the philosophy of 
Plato taken from his own works; the fifth and last on 
the history of Platonism throughout all antiquity, and 
the traces of it which are found in modern history and 
the contemporaneous schools.”

If these plans could have been executed by- 
Cousin with the resources which his vast erudition 
furnished him, and under the impulse of the attrac 
tion which this noble doctrine had for him, his name 
must have become, in France at least, inseparable 
from that of the Athenian philosopher.

As it was he failed to carry out his intentions: 
later on the difficulties of all kinds, the natural results 
of an authority which circumstances daily increased, 
at last, in the decline of his life, the fervor with which 
he was inspired by so many other subjects, these are 
enough reasons to explain the chasm, without how 
ever either softening or weakening our regrets. The 
first and the second of the two points indicated in the 
preceding programme were not treated by Cousin, 
and he only superficially touched the third. The 
question of the authenticity of several of the relatively 
important dialogues had been discussed by German 
critics, with whose works he was acquainted. Cons-
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in’s disdainful judgment of these criticisms was hardly 
strong enough to refute them. “A st and Socher de 
nied the authenticity of this dialogue for want of un 
derstanding it.” It is very strange that a professed 
metaphysician should attach the most value to the 
argum ent drawn from the form Thus in his narra 
tion, entitled Promenades ph
which he published (1857) in the Revue Dcs D eux  
Mondes, after a witicism against those who denied to 
Plato the Lazos with the same assurance that they 
substitute the Homeridae for Homer, he says: “W hat 
can one say touching the authenticity of the various 
dialogues of Plato, who is incapable of reading them 
in Greek, and of feeling the profound difference be 
tween the style of the little dialogues attributed to 
the philosopher and that of the , the Republic
and the I'imaiosT Only the most inferior dialogues 
attributed to Plato, a Hipparchus or a Minos, ought 
to be condemned without an appeal to such a criterion. 
It is certain that the problem of the arrangem ent of 
the writings of Plato occupied him more than any 
other: and this is the manner in which he solved it. 
In the life of the disciple of Socrates he distinguishes 
a first period where poesie and religion reign, a sec 
ond where reason and dialectics triumph, a third 
where are brought together and reconciled these two 
opposing tendencies. But let us hear his own expla 
nations: “Oppressed by the grandeur of the objects
of his thought the young man lacks the power and 
the intuitive sense of how to separate himself from 
them, to calmly speculate them at a distance, to divide 
in order to comprehend them under all their aspects: 
and his imagination represents them as it sees them 
in a cloud or in the twilight of mysticism. Mysticism 
characterizes the fundamental ideas of all the first 
efforts of Plato. . . .  It is by this sign that great na 
tures are recognized: their cradle is religion: it is 
there where they are formed, it is there where they 
treasure up those holy convictions, which alone can 
sustain them in the trials which they may experience.
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From thence they depart, following according to their 
respective missions material or scientific pursuits. 
Plato like every great man believed in advancing at 
first on the faith of irresistible convictions, but not 
upon reasonings drawn from an investigation of ma 
terial things of which he neither knew nor could dem 
onstrate. His composition is therefore like his 
thought, strong, rich and copious, brilliant but without 
method,—such is his first style.”

I do not know if outside of Plato there exists in 
the history of human thought another example 
capable of being invoked in support of this theory, 
and even in the case of Plato it is at least question 
able. But to proceed: “The second part of the phi 
losopher’s life was strongly calculated to develop his 
genius: for his own sake and for others he should 
have remembered his faith in the laws and the form 
of a rigorous demonstration. Mysticism ends the 
moment reflection begins, for instruments of reflec 
tion are not inspiration and enthusiasm, but analysis 
and dialectics. . . .

The second method represents preeminently the 
Greek spirit, as the first represents the Oriental.

W ho since Aristotle has done anything else than 
to take possession of the second method of his mas 
ter, and while perfecting has appropriated it as their 
own? But all truth, continues Cousin in agreem ent 
with Hegel, is in the harmony of contrariety: unite 
reflection to enthusiasm without destroying it, de 
velop faith by dialectics,' and religion by science, then 
all contradiction is vanquished, and all the needs of 
human nature are satisfied. Plato did not arrive un 
til late at this summit, after having seen much and 
travelled much: too self-contained to fall into skepti 
cism, too enlightened to embrace any of the exist 
ing systems, there remained nothing left him but to 
reconcile them."

Thus, “in the first epoch of his life and his genius, 
simplicity, sublimity, movement and grace predomi 
nate as in nature: but we shall seek there in vain,
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or at least we cannot find there but in a feeble degree 
either order, precision or light. On the contrary the 
second epoch has in an eminent degree these last 
qualities, but to the detriment of the first. The de 
tails are there sacrificed to the whole: order and 
method are accompanied with a little roughness and 
dryness, the design is of a perfect precision but the 
color and life are not there!” Finally, after the thesis 
and the antithesis the synthesis arrives at its apogee. 
The genius of Plato both as a philosopher and writer 
is destined to appear to us in all its fullness and in all 
its resplendency. “ Henceforth by the diversity of 
the qualities of which it is composed the style of the 
dialogues represent marvellously the extent and uni 
versality to which the thought of Plato attained. In 
deed it is very difficult to find anything wanting in 
his style or in the vast system which he reproduces: 
everywhere warmth with light, strength united to 
grace, touches the most delicate and the most pro 
found. The language of Plato, like his thought, re  
flects the universe.”* Would Plhto have unreserved 
ly approved of this brilliant explanation? It is doubt 
ful: the succession as described is too regular not to 
be rather artificial, and we should find difficulty in 
drawing from it a definite criterion for the solution of 
the chronological problem, on account of which it was 
devised. On this point however Cousin has not va 
ried, for we find him saying in the eleventh edition of 
his Hisloiregenerate de philosophic-. “Like Raphael
Plato had different epochs according to the develop 
ment of his thought, and a practiced eye can recognize 
it;” and in commenting on this idea in the Argument 
placed at the head of the Euthydemos he added: “W e 
cannot admit that it is in the harmony of the subjects 
that we must seek that of his works. Assuredly 
there are cases where the choice of the subject indi 
cates already the situation of the sou! of the artist,

 All these (imitations are excerpted from a remarkable article 
published in the Globe of Nov. 3d,1827, which has never been reprinted 
in the works of Cousin.
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and fixes the date of a monument. Nevertheless the 
subjects are mostly taken from the times, and for 
reasons quite exterior, and have in general no rela 
tion whatever to the degree of the perfection of the 
talent of the artist. That is precisely the point, to 
know how to determine the epoch of his development 
from which the monument in question is brought. 
How then and where may we apprehend the degree 
of perfection of a work? Evidently in the manner in 
which the subject is treated, and not in the subject 
itself.

This in our opinion is the true principle of the 
classification of the works of art.”

W ithout even insisting on the obscurity of this 
exposition we may ask, if perfection thus follows a 
straight line constantly ascending, what would be the 
chronology of the plays of Shakespeare or of Cor 
neille? Is any decadence possible, and especially in 
that which concerns Plato? In the Laws, where the 
discussion is carried sometimes to such a remarkable 
height, is not the form inferior to that of the Republic 
or of the Thai don/

From the fourth point at any rate of the pro 
gramme of Cousin I should say that we were led to 
expect full and entire information about the teachings 
of Plato.

It belonged to him more than any other in Prance 
to have wholly comprehended Plato, to have seized 
his theories as a whole while discovering the bond 
either visible or invisible of the parts most diverse, 
and to bring out the grand and beautiful unity of a 
philosophy where so many prejudiced minds have 
refused to recognize a system. But, alas! here too 
Cousin offers us only fragments. There are at first 
the Arguments which following the example of 
Schleiermacher he prefixed to most of the dialogues, 
of which it has been said that they were as much his 
torical and metaphysical dissertations, as worthy of 
those great subjects, as they were learned prefaces 
and eloquent commentaries. Unfortunately the task
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was interrupted, and remained unfinished.
Either the perseverance or the leisure was wanting 

to Cousin to appreciate not only some of the sec 
ondary dialogues, like the Mand the or 
those since then contested in German)’ as the ,
the Politikos and the Parmen, but some compo 
sitions as important and as thoroughly Platonic as the 
Republic, the Timaiosthe or the Banquet.
Besides as compared with the summaries of Ficinus 
and Tiedemann as dry as they are mediocre, these 
outlines of Cousin offer us an exposition of the 
thought of Plato more animated, more original and 
more akin to our modern turn of mind, but we must 
acknowledge that many times the dialogue consider 
ed has served as a pretext to set forth some personal 
theories a few of which at least must have been con 
sidered singularly bold. This in the hands of Cousin 
was a powerful means of action in favor of his own 
spiritualism, at this time strongly impregnated with 
the genius of Germany. Cousin, says Si. Janet, is 
Plato translating Hegel into the language of the im 
agination and of enthusiasm.

Thus, to extend the new interpretation, the 
avd^ytft7i? contained all the doctrine of pure reason, 
and of its absolute origin: the developed
in veiled words the programme of what they call in 
our day •‘independent morality”: the Pliaidon substi 
tuted for the immortality of substance personal im 
mortality: the Theaitetosmakes of the conscience the 
source of the idea of the infinite and absolute: the 
Little Hippias affirms the complete liberty of moral 
inspiration: the First Alcibgoes so far as to
teach that the me.while itself thinking itself would 
think God. etc. W here the interpretation was less 
rash it was still so bold that Hegel was impelled to 
write to the author: “Not being satisfied with that 
which you have found in such or such a dialogue, 
you can supply what is wanting by following out the 
train of thinking." In the course of his arguments 
Cousin cites three special articles inserted in
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his Fragments de philosop/iie andenne, under the fol 
lowing titles: Langue de la des idees—Ante 
cedents duPhedre— Examend’ un passage du Menon.
For the sake of brevity we shall only speak of the 
second, of which this is the beginning: "N othing would 
be more precious than to know well the antecedents 
of Plato, and to know precisely what he owed to his 
predecessors. And if it is too much of an undertak 
ing to attempt to comprehend Plato and his numerous 
works, we should still obtain an important result if 
we limit ourselves to the analysis of even one single 
dialogue.” Cousin was not mistaken in discovering 
in the Phaidros in connection with Socratic influence 
elements Orphic and Pythagorean: but with Schleier- 
macher he believed that this was in the chronological 
order the first Platonic writing; a strange error which 
conld not fail to affect his conclusions.

It is very surprising if Cousin, in studying Plato 
has no where sounded the depths of the system of 
the philosopher. He has at all events however ana 
lyzed with love the marvellous talent of the writer. 
This the following passage taken from his preface to 
the Lysis shows: "W e cannot believe that these
opinions stated and refuted by Plato, one after the 
other, are merely the gambols of the intellect. No: 
they are the views real and historical, professed by 
the great schools either anterior or contemporary, ex 
cept that in Plato they are illuminated in their prin 
ciples, strengthened in their exposition and pushed to 
severity in their deductions: that is to say, elevated 
in their ideal, and consequently not in the manner of 
seeing particulars proper to such or such contempo 
raries of Socrates, but theories general and funda 
mental, and as the classic types of all analogous sys 
tems throughout the ages. Such a polemic belongs 
no longer to Greece and history, but to the human 
mind and philosophy. This is the reason that .the 
dialogues of Plato are immortal, that they soar above 
all centuries, entering into all discussions, however 
near or remote.”
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One last paragraph will serve us to sum up all 
the admiration which Cousin had for the great phi 
losopher: “Plato is not only the first who attempted
to escape from the spirit of system and command all 
the particular points of view, but he has had the su 
preme honor of never having crossed the limits of 
common sense to plunge into the abysms.”

Be not surprised at such an eulogy, for nothing 
ought to be spared to show in Plato the perfect 
model, as well as the first apostle of electicism. As 
to the history of Platonism announced by Cousin, it 
was still to be written. Among the eminent minds 
grouped around him none thought of appropriating 
to himself the admirable programme outlined in 1820 
by the master. W hether works of this kind are on 
the whole more rare in France than elsewhere, or 
whether the French genius is poorly fitted to gra'pple 
with the bold hypotheses and adventurous generaliza 
tions which professed to explain and understand all 
things, we are destined to see multiplied by preference 
treatises discussing the various and complex aspects 
of the Platonic problem.

Certainly it is not with impunity that the chief of 
a school of the character of Cousin celebrated under 
all circumstances the unequalled genius of the founder 
of the Academy. It is not with impunity that in pub 
lishing a complete translation of his admirable writ 
ings, he threw into the great current of the thought 
of centuries a flood of ideas, heretofore wholly 
unknown The seed have been scattered with a full 
hand; we are going to see the budding and blossom 
ing of the harvest.*

C. HU IT.
To be continued.

*Tnmslate<| by Mrs. .Julia p. Stevens.
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A GEOMETRICAL PROBLEM.

Plato Divine, Fair Science taught,
To help and prove the no war of thought;
To keep men from the Tempting Howl 
And Idleness, that hurts the Soul:
Thus in his bowers the Gentle Sage 
To Virtue train’d the rising age;
And Athens first in Arts and Fame 
Immortaliz’d his well-known name.
But since she now is learned no more,
And Science glads tin* British shore 
() that she’d waft a Plato o’er!
Let us, though little’s in our power;
Strive to improve each leisure hour;
For reasoning just to light oft brings 
Before unthought-of, useful things.
Kind Artists then declare I pray,
How a right line lx? drawn there may
From vertex of hynerbola
That, meeting witli its curve direction,
Shall form the. bluntest intersection.

—Mi s c e l l a n e a  Ma t i i e m a t i c a  (London, 1775).

QUAESTIONES PLATONIUAK.

(1) - Creuzer in tin* Prooemium to his edition of Proklos’ 2£mix- 
F/w6i$ fjFn\nyiH7), Franc., 1822, says (p. XI): “Nam quod nuper qni- 
dam si Diis placet philosophus recentiormn Platonieornm dc philoso- 
phia libros in Bab)loniam ludiamque remitti jussit; videat, ne a 
sanis hominihus ipse Anticyram mittatur.” To what philosopher does 
he refer?

(2) . Inter prudentissimos Graecorum nut uni est proverbinni, 
Platonem habuisse tres oculos, iiniim quo humana, alium quo until- 
ralia, alium quo divina suspieeret, qui in fronte esset. cum alii sub 
fronte fuerint.—Fieini Opera. Tom. II. p. 12251. What ancient author 
quotes this saying or proverb?
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(8). “ In all Attica, if w eexeept Athens itself and Marathon.there 
is no scene more interesting than Cape Colonna. To the antiquary 
and artist, sixteen columns are an inexhaustible source of observation 
and design; to the philosopher, the supposed scene of some of Plato’s
conversations will not be unwelcome” ...........Byron: Note to Childe
Harold’s Pilgrimage.

Is there any ancient authority for the supposition that some of 
Plato’s conversations were held on C a p e  Colonna?

(4) . Apuleius De Deo Soeratis: Cum Plato coelesti faeundia
pneditus, aequiparabilia Diis immortalibus disserens, free|uentissime» 
praedicet, hune solum majestatis incredibili ejuadam nimietate et 
ineflabili, non nossc penuria sermonis humani quavis oratione vel 
modice comprehtndi; vix sapientibus viris cum sc vigore animi 
quantum licuit a corpore semoverunt intellectum hujus Dei, id 
quoque interdum re/tit in arrtissimis tenebris r a p id is s in m  rorusramine 
lumen candidum infermicare. Taylor translates the italicized words 
thus: “He also adds, that this knowledge sometimes shines forth
with a most rapid coruscation, like a bright and clear light, in the 
most nrofound darkness,”—and says, “ this is a very remarkable pas 
sage, but is not to be found in any of the writings of Plato that arc* 
now extant.” Is this passage quoted or referred to by any author 
prior to Apuleius?

(5) . In a Disputatio de Thrasyllu gramma tiro et mathematico 
(Gottingen, 1852) there is given in a note (p. 14) a quotation from an 
imprinted work of a certain Neo-Platonist—ex inedito recentioris 
P/atoniri libello—furnished by Prof. L. Spengel of Munich, Bavaria. 
What Neo-Platonist is quoted, and is his work still in MS?

BOOK N O TIC E S A ND G E N E R A L  N O TES.

Platon's Sgmposion: Kin Program dcr Academic, von L. v.
Sybel, 1888, Marburg: Klwert, Pp. VIII. 122

...........Our author has many subtle observations on the per 
sons of the* dialogue* and their significance in hauling up to, or in de 
veloping the* central thought. And he distinguishes with equal suh- 
tilty and accuracy between the* husk and the* kernel, the vehicle and 
the main lesson conveyed. It is impossible in a short notice to do 
justie-e* to a work of which the parts are* so intimately ble*nele*d and so 
finely interlaced. Suffice it to say that in these* few pages the con 
tents of this important dialogue* are* e*uue*lcate>el and prc*sented ana 
lytically in various novel lights with grace and skill, and that the 
whole* interpretation is vitally suffused with a keen sense of the* re»al- 
ities of Helhmic life, and of their world-historical significance.

Her von Sybel's thesis—the Sgmposium an Academic Programme 
—whether substantiated or not, is at le*ast suggestive. For it reminds 
ns how revolutionary was Plato’s plan of education:—not le*ss aston 
ishing one* would imagine to the upholders of the old Righteous Cause 
(Joor/o? Anya') than it would have* seemed to the Busbys and the* 
Rentes of modern England. Plato dares once* for all at the outset to 
discard exhortation {vuvbrrgrtHg) and to lay the foundation of the* 
Higher Culture in sympathy. He* is w«*ll aware that the* new princi- 
pie also has its weak side*. But the* one* safc*gunrc| he* mjuircs is that 
sympathy should be* informed with love* of truth. Mere* affection and 
mere know* ledge taken apart (as witness Pausanias and Eryximacltiis) 
are* <*orruptible and futile:- not so the passion, at once human and 
divine*, which lifts e*ompanionship out of the trivialities of human in 
tercourse* into cncM'gcqic* and practical communion with a noble ide»al.

The* Sgmposium, if re*ad aright, is an inexhaustible well-spring
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of encouragement for die true teacher. It may remind him of his 
misfortunes—fordid not Som ites  fail with Aleibiades after all? Hut 
would ‘Strict Age and sour Severity’ have succeeded better? Ami 
how much worse a man would Aleibiades have beam, had he never  
peeped under the Silenus-mask, or had In* never known tin* 'oestrus' 
ofSoeratie enthusiasm, which all present at that bright gathering had 
in some way felt?

That all education, to be worth anything, must be creative in a 
sense, and that there can be no creation without sympathy nor with 
out ideas—this is one at least of the many lessons of the Symposion. 
—Prof. Lewis Campbell in Cl a s s i c a l  Re v i e w  for May, 1890.

DIONYSIACA.—Spraehliche mid Sachliche Plator.ische Rlntli- 
eulese aus Dionysius, Drill Sog. Areopagiten, zur Anbahmmg dec  
Phihdogischen Behandlung Dieses autors, von Albert Jalin.

Tlie books attributed to Dionysius Areopagita, which are not of  
small importance in the history of thought, are almost beyond ques 
tion the production of some Christian Neo-Platonist of the fifth cen  
tury A. D. Their matter is drawn largely if not exclusively from the 
writings of Plato and his school. This fact the veteran scholar, Dr. 
Albert Jalin, who merits tin* gratitude of philosophic students for his 
valuable contributions to Platonic literature, shows to a practical 
demonstration in his interesting D i o n y s ia c a .—Prof. Jalin will shortly 
give to tin* public a work which will he greeted with great pleasure 
by all Platonists. It is entitled: TJ,j  tuXnv in  rj? j t r A ip;\n6-
ofp/a?: Eelogac e Proclo de philosophia Chahlaica s. de do(*trina 
Oraculorum Chaldaieorum. There is added a Platonic Hymn t«  the 
Divinity, commonly lint falsely attributed to Saint Gregory Na/.ianzen, 
which Dr. Jalin demonstrates to have been composed by Proklo*. 
This is an important discovery. Every line written bv Proklos is of  
value, and his Hymns, of which most unfortunately only a few have 
survived, are replete with most sublime conceptions, and represent a 
devotion of the highest type.

IAMBLICHI PROTREPTICUS ad tidem eodieis Florentini 
Edidit Hermenegildus Pistelli, Lip?*., 1888—

It is almost unnecessary to say that a new publication of lain- 
bliehos* admirable Exhortation to the Study of t*hitoM)phy was urgently 
needed. The two former editions abound in numerous textual errors, 
which in many cases obscure the sense. Prof. Pistelli deserves credit 
for the excellent manner in which he performed the laborious work 
of emendation and revision. l i e  has given us a much better text, en  
riched with critical annotations. Scholia, and Indices Xominum et 
I ‘erhonnu.

P h i l o s o p h i c a l  S e r i e s ,  edited by George Stuart Fullerton, Prof, 
of Philosophy, and James McKern Cartell, Prof, of Psychology. No. 1 
April, 1890. On S a m e n e ss  a n d  I d e n t i t y  by George Stuart Fullerton.

This is an important contribution to metaphysical literature. 
It throws a strong light on the ({notionsdiscussed and, properly used, 
will be of great service to the investigator. There is apparent, how 
ever, a lack of an adequate apprehension of the Platonic treatment 
of the problems examined.

The prose version of the vast Indian Epic—the Mahabharata— 
undertaken by Mr. Protap Chandra Roy, one of the most liberal and 
patriotic of all Hindoos, is rapidly progressing. It is being published
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in parts, tin* 58th of which is the last issued. Mr.  Hoy is engaged in 
an Hereulean task, and lie should receive pecuniary aid f r om all quar 
ters of the world. The expense is very heavy, and most of the copies 
are distributed gratuitously. The translation is well executed, and 
the greatest epic of the Orient certainly deserves the; attention of all 
students of literature.

The edition of Plato’s Republic by Dr. B. Jowett, Master of 
Balliol College, Oxford, and Dr. Lewis Campbell, Prof, of Greek in St. 
Andrews University, w ill appear shortly, probably in the Autumn. 
It will be most cordially welcomed, as there is not at present any 
edition of this superb masterpiece of the greatest of all thinkers which 
is intended for tin*! use of advanced students. The Republic should be 
in the curriculum of every College and University, and selected parts 
of it, properly annotated, might be advantageously studied in all 
high schools and academies.

\Vc call the special attention of our readers to Dr. Jones’ 
thought-productive paper on Ideas. It is rich with the results of pro 
found, accurate thinking, and should be most carefully studied. Dr. 
Jones is a representative Platonist. He has been for many years a 
searching, sympathetic student of the immortal Master of the Acade 
my—has entered the Adytum of his philosophy, and brought away  
some of his most precious gems.—Dr. Jones’ lectures at the Concord 
School several years ago made him well and favorably known to all 
true thinkers throughout the country. They were heard by large, 
enthusiastic audiences, and provoked much comment. The Hegel 
ians dominated the School, and some of them, and their sympathizers, 
chagrined at the remarkable success achieved by Dr. Jones’ strong, 
lucid expositions of Platonic wisdom, sought by misrepresentations 
and distorted renorts through the press and otherwise to disparage 
bis work, but these disreputable attempts had little or no effect. 
However, Dr. Jones tinding that his associations were of an uncon 
genial character withdrew from the school, which at once begun to 
decay.

It is perhaps well to observe that this note was written without 
the knowledge of Dr. Jones.

The celebration of Plato’s mundane descent at Jacksonville, 
Ills., on the 7th day of November next, promises to be a brilliant suc- 

1 cess. Distinguished thinkers and scholars, American and Foreign, 
w ill be present cither in person or by papers.

It seems impossible for the large majority of modern scholars 
to do justice to the Neo-Platonists. And especially is this the case 
with Knglish scholars, chiefly we presume on account of the incapacity 
of the average English mind to appreciate or understand expositions 
of the mystic phases of thought with which the Neo-Platonic writings 
abound. The paper entitled “Procius and the Close of the Greek 
Philosophy,” contributed by Mr. F. ( ’. ( ’oiiybeare M. A. to the second 
number of the Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, illustrates the fact 
to which we have referred. Mr. Conybearc is, not willfully of course, 
u 11 just* to Proklos and his school, but his paper is not without value. 
Wc quote the following passage which gives some interesting facts: 
“Our opinion of the Persian king ( ’hosroes is raised when we read of 
t he clause he added to his treaty with Justinian, that the heathen
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philosophers slmuM live unmolested after their return. If the hand 
of refugees travelled to Persia by the route they would have followed  
to-day, namely through the countries of the Iberians and Armenians,  
they must have fallen in with friends and disciples on the way. Per 
haps the Georgian and Armenian versions of Proelus and Hermeias  
which remain are a monument of this temporary exile of the last of  
the new Platonists. At the foot of Mount Ararat I found, in an Ar 
menian Monastery, two versions of the Principles of Theology o f  
Proelus; of these versions the latest was a translation of a Georgian 
version, and had been made in the year 1400 by an Armenian priest, 
who added to his work a note to the effect that he believed a version 
to have been already made direct from the Greek in the fifth or  
sixth century, which version had been lost. This earlier version I 
found in the same library. I cannot say whether the Georgian ver 
sion was made direct from the Greek, or whether it was translated 
from the early Armenian version. The work of Proelus on ( \nises% 
lost in Greek, also exists in Armenian and, like tin* Principles, was very  
exactly translated. Both works remain in Arabic. In Armenian li 
braries I have also found a short treatise on tin* universe by the phi 
losopher Hermeias, not I believe otherwise preserved. Thus the 
writings of Proelus have met with a vogue and popularity in the East 
scarcely less than that of those of Aristotle. Other monuments also 
remain of the zeal which the new Platonic Sages of Athens could im 
plant in their disciples from the far East. Several dialogues of Plato, 
among the rest the Timaeus and Laws, are still preserved in very 
exact and accurate renderings in the ancient Armenian language. 
The translation of the Laws is a remarkable fact, and significant of 
the importance attached to that dialogue which, as we have already 
seen, was to form tin* written constitution of the new Italian settle 
ment of Platonopolis.”

l)r A. J. Vitringa’s An not a Hones Criticae in Platini Enneadnm 
Partem Priorem (Deventer, Holland, 187(5,) should receive the careful 
attention of all students of the Plotinian text.

It would  be difficult  to o v e re s t i m a t e  the  ut i l i ty of  the P l o t i n i a n  
h ih l i ogr aphv  bv Prof.  H e r m a n n  F. Mul ler ,  publ i shed in vuls. X X X V I I . ,  
X X X V I I I  , X X X I X . ,  a nd  X L V I .  of the  P i i i lo l c k j i  s  W e  hope  t o 
repr i nt  this h i h l io gr ap hv  in some f u t u r e  issue,  a nd  c o mp l e t e  it b y  
n o t i ng  the  v ar ious  t rea t i ses  t r ans la t ed  a nd  publ i shed by the E d i t o r  of  
this J o u r n a l . —

Prof.  Mul ler ,  in a dd i t ion  to his exce l l ent  edi t ion of P l o t in os  a n d  
n u m e r o u s  a r t i c l es  on P lot in ian  subjects ,  has  issued an a c c u r a t e  G e r  
m a n  version of all the  wr i t i ng s  of this a bs t r u se  t h i n k e r  who r a n k s  
second to P l a t o  alone.

HRRATA:
Page *31:3 lines 18-1JI for cof/nitire read cognate. 
l*p. ‘31J line 1 for manifestations read manipulations.
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